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Mounted Devoted Mother and Wife She Ovation Given Him at Historic Confessed That Husband Was Baseball Magnates Spend For- - Report Made Public by State
Was Also Brilliant and
Addicted to Infamous
tune to Secure Talent From
Town of Augusta, Georgia,
Department at National
Public-SpiriteGovernment.
Lesser Clubs.
Practice.
Today.

Po'icsGovernor Rsturns
Home.

d.

Governor Curry camp home this af
ternoon from his trip 10 Carrizozo and
Tularosa, returning via Albuquerque.
j
Many Arrests by Mounted Police.
the territorial I
Headquarters of
mounted police at. the capitol today reported the following arrests:
Olive Flanagan at TIachita, by Policeman John A. Deal, cn charge of
horse theft. Flanagan was lodged in
jail and the horse and saddle returned
to the owner.
Bernard Hamilton was arrested by
Lieutenant Collier on the charge of
stealing a span cf mules. Hamilton
is from Tennessee and Collier reports
that he was a former night rider. Hamilton was given a hearing today at
Colaer also reports the arres
I'edio Chaves at Estancia for being
drunk and disorderly. Chaves was
fined $5. Also cf Candelario Garcia,
lor riding on a sidewalk while drunk.
Also cf Mrs. Jesse Kaiser for carrying
a six shooter.
Mrs. Kaiser will be
given a hearing on November 11. H.

L. Hoover for peddling beef without.
license and failure to show the hide
cf the slaughtered beef.
Mounted Policeman Ben! has return
ed to Domingo Baca and Mr. Kearny at
Watvous, livestock stolen from them j
and expects to make arrests soon.
Mounted Policeman W. E. Dudley,
who it is reported, has secured additional evidence throwing light on the
Hatton murder mystery at Los Tanos,
is reported seriously ill.
Mounted Policeman Ileal has returned to Charles Howard of Hachita a
stolen horse which had been turned
loose on the range. i

Nctnry Public Appointed.
Goveronr Curry today- appointed
Manuel B. Sisneros of Folsom, Union
county, a notary public.
More School Teachers Wanted.
The county school superintendents
of Taos, Sierra, Valencia and Rio Ar;
riba counties have appealed to Superintendent of Public Instruction J. E.
school
Clark for Spanish-America- n
teachers for terms of four to six
months, at $50 and more a month.
Plans for 'School House.
Superintendent of public education
today sent to county superintendents
throughout the territory prints from
cuts of the model plans for modern
school houses. A book with these
plans will be issued shortly.
School Apportionment.
-

Death this morning at half past
three o'clock released the spirit of
Mrs. Julia A. Catron, nee Walz, the
wife of Hon. Thomas B. Catron, at
the family residence on Grant Ave
nue. Long umess and sintering preceded thejinal summons although but
few of her friends knew that her illness was cf so serious a nature.
in SpringMrs. Catron was hc-field, Ohio, on March 28, 1 S 7 and accompanied her parents as a child, to
Mankato, Minnesota, where she lived
at the time of her marriage to Mr.
Catron, April 28, 1877. She accompanied him to Santa Fe, identifying
herself intimately with the city and
Territory cf her adoption, and was
to Mr. Catron an invaluable aid in
business and even political matters.
Mrs.
though net, appearing actively.
atrcu loved travel and made six or
seven trips to Europe, and her last
China
long journey was to Japan,
and the Philippines iipcn which she
embarked in the hope of having Mr.
Catron accompany
her cn a nip
around the world, but Mr. Calrcn being unable to leave Santa Fe for bu.-i-ness reasons, she returned from the
o,.,01lt and soon after was takpn m
..,. ref.rvPr;ns, niiP
sinking to her last sleep despite all
that medical aid and her family could
,

w

-

do.

P.esides her husband, four sons sur
vive, John W. Catron of Butte, Montana; Charles C. Catron of this city;
Tom Catron now in the Philippines,
and Fletcher Catrcn attending the
University of Chicago. There is also
one grandchild.
Two sisters reside
in Los Angeles, a brother in El Paso.
The father of Mrs. Catron is also living. The son, John W. Catron, is cn
his way here having left Chicago last
evening.
Mrs. Catron was a devoted mother
who paid much personal attention to
the education of her children.
She
was a brilliant, broad-mindetrue-- j
hearted woman, who won the hearts
of those who came in contact, with
her. Her acquaintanceship was wide,
not only locally but covered two con-

tinents. Her active interest

in

Santa

Fe and its people was a dominant
trait and was lovingly manifested in
works cf public spirit and charity.
Her taking away is indeed a loss to
the community, and general sympathy
goes out to the bereaved husband
and children.
The funeral arrangements provide
for a brief, quiet service at the residence on Wednesday afternoon at two
o'clock by Vicar General Antonio
Territorial Superintendent of Pub- Fourchegu and interment in Fairview
lic Instruction J. E. Clark today made cemetery where Mrs. Catron not so
of long ago purchased a plat. The fun
the nublic school apportionment
funds available for that purpose on eral will be public.
the basis of the 1909 school census,
which fell considerably below the first
estimates, the completed returns givLE TRAGEDY
ing the territory 98,424 persons or
five
and
is
between
school a?e, that
twenty years of age. However, a numAT
ber of county superintendents asked
leave .to make supplemental census returns which had to be refused as the
school census is to be of the same date
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Augusta, (la.. Nov. 8.- - President
Taft brought his visit to Augusta to a
close tonday, after officiating at the
fair.
opening of the Georgia-Carolinfair
at
the
his
speech
Following
grounds, the President drove through
the city, receiving an enthusiastic ovation of the kind which has so marked
his visit to southern cities. Later he
left for Florence, S. C, where he will
make a brief stop on his way to Wilmington. X. C. The President will
spend Tuesday at Wilmington and
in
Riehmoud, reaching
Wednsday
Washington at the end of his 13,0(10
mile journey on Wednesday evening at
8::!5 o'clock. Put Mr. Taft will be in
Washington less than 24 hours. He
is first going to Middletown, Conn.,
where on Thursday he vviil witness the
installation of President Shacklin of
Wesley a ji University.
He will go to Norfolk on the 19th and
Hampton, Va., on the 20th, returning
to Washington on the morning of the
November 21st.
Message Will Have to Wait. ,
Washington, D. C. Nov. 8. It is not
likely that the President will do any
work on his message to Congress until after his Norfolk trip. But lie has
already outlined the essential points of
his message in his speeches during
the present trip. There is a s.trong
likelihood, in view of many other matters pressing for attention, that finanl
cial and currency matters will wait
the session which begins in December 1910. There has been also
some talk of an extra session in the
fall of 1910, to take up that subject.
a

mi-ti-
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Automobile Dashes Into Open
Draw Bridge in Windy
City.
ALL

OCCUPANTS

DROWNED

Washington. Nov. v Alcohol and
alcoholism are two of the real and
states he made an offer of SI 2o.0tn for substantial enemies of moral, artistic
of the hithe Jeffries-Johnsofight if it is given and commercial prom-eshis town. Sam Berger, manager for man race, according to the report of
to the
Jeffries, says he does not know Wil- - ihe 1'niied S'ates dele-al- es
Hams, but his bid will have an equal Twelfth International Congtess on
with others if he deposits $".- - coholisni. made i uldic by the state
With department.
were
The
000 with the official proposal.
delegates
the three offers from California, the appointed by Secretary Knox as on
promoter's bid from Washington and of his .first .official .acts. The .con-onwas held last July !n London,
from Oklahoma, it is considered
were
certain that a record breaking purse and twenty-rivgovernments
of each
has been offered for the big fight. Ne- - represented, the delegates
vada has not yet been heard from and ' concurring in the general finding that
other interests are figuring on the alcohol not only was unnecessary to
event. A number of surprises are ex-- ; human life and comfort, bat was in- nected when the bids are opened on imical to both.
Three departments ef the United
December 1st.
Horse Show at New York.
States government were represent e
New York, Nov. 8. With the call by delegates,
ii3 vv ami
the stau
of boots and saddles sounded by bugle treasury.
Twelve
representatives
at. Madison Square Garden this morn-- , 'went abroad, and all of them unanf- ing, the 2."ith annual exhibition of the mously signed the report made public
ROSWELL EDITOR
National
Horse Show Association op- today, the finding of which is to conDECLINES GOVERNORSHIP.
ened. The entries number fifteen hun- demn the drinking habit as dangerous
or three hundred mere than last to public health and morals and subReport From Roswell That It Had dred,
year. Society's part in the show will versive of national moral; commercial
Been Offered Will Robinson of
make it as usual a notable event in and military greatness.
the Register.
the world of fashion but under the
According to the repoit the interest
new influence at work in 1he associa shown in the
congress was greater
Roswell. X. M.. Nov. S. William
last year, changes have than ever known before. Because of
tion
Robinson of Roswell. eaitor and auth- been during
to
the
made which have added
or, today was offered by President show's attractions or the hrrse lover. the information evolved at the conTaft the position of governor of
gress the delegates accepted the invi$363,CC0 For New Talent.
tation of the Queen of Hollnrd to hold
to succeed Governor Curry.
New Ycrk, .Nov. S. The National
their next meeting, two years hence,
The report was confirmed by Robin- American
have
Leagues
purchased
son, who is being urged by his friends $:,,t;::,n(iO worth of talent from the at the Hague in conjunct ion with t.hd
to accept.
small leagues for the next season. conference of the committee that is
Robinscn is editor of the Roswell The American League has spent most. working for international peace.
"The relations of drunkenness tu
Register-Tribune- ,
a well known maga- Charles
Comiskey, owner of the
zine writer and author of Impres- White Sox, shows the top figures with crime was a subject that received
sions of a Tenderfoot.
lie has been the expenditure of $53,000. Blackburn much attention at. the congress. The
with
connected
political the Providence short stop cost him Chief Justice of England, Lord
prominently
nf-ir- s
announced that in his belief
of New Mexico for a number $8,000. But. the Washington Club has
of the crimes passing un9(t
cf years.
cent
per
new
talent.
for
spent only $2,"00
Robinson declined Saturday to inder bis observation were due to drink.
Judge W. F. Pollard, of St. Louis,
dicate what his decision will be but a U. S. DISTRICT COURT
CONVENES AT LAS VEGAS Mo., who presides at the second disdispatch yesterday had it that he had
trict police court in that city declared
declined. No confirmation of the report could be obtained from Washing- Prominent Young Lady is Suddenly that of the cases passed upon by him
ton.
fully 83 per cent of those convicted
Claimed by Death Bride of But
could
charge their degradation to the
Few Months.
use of alcohol. Lieut. Col. Hardy, of
INDIANS LOSE CASE
IN U. S. SUPREME COURT.
Edinburg. Scotland, coincided with
Special to The New Mexican.
Pollard as to the percentage of
Las Vegas, N. M., Nov. 8. The Judge
crimes
occurins in the former Scotch
Justice Holmes Hands Down Opinion United States district court convened
),
capital.
Redress
Denying Complainants
here today. Neither the grand nor petit
in Alleged Grievance.
won
of
the
the
Pollard
Judge
support
were
juries
complete, owing to the
countries
great number of persons who were ex- delegates from twenty-threto susthe
of
his
for
adoption
plan
8.
In an opinion cused. Special venire will be necesWashington, Nov.
pend sentence in 1he case of every
by Justice Holmes of the supreme sary.
is brought int i
A demurrer was filed in the case of first offender who
court of the United States today, he
decided against the complainants in George Schnell, a prominent Union court charged with drunkenness. This
case No. 1.1,000, the Choctaw and county rancher, who is charged with involves such first offenders signing a
Chickasaw Indians who asked redress perjury in filing a homestead entry. pledge to abstain for one year. If the
for being excluded from the citizen- The case was argued and the decision probationers fail to live up to their
ship rolls of those nations when they reserved. The case attracted ereat at pledge they may be arrested and sum- The knoweldge that
were prepared by Secretary Hitch- tention. owing to the high
standing of maril' sentenced.
cock of the Interior Department.
(,"e drink may mean a prison sentence
the defendant.
J,ld-- fi
P"ard argued, kept many a
Yesterday morning at 10 o'clock, af- straight until he had time to colter a wpofs illness rii.A to nnntp tonsilitis Mrs. Harry W. Garberson, died lect himself. The nenalty for failure
vears. The ,0 kpprt faith wilh lhe court was not
at the age of twentv-twdeceased was formerly Miss Marv setU(d aevertf of the delegates arg.iin
of
various
favor
cf
nS
degrees
Capron, daughter of wealthy Chicago
L e. El L! 1 1 FEDERATION people. Only last July she was mar- - Punishment. The principle, however,
ried to Carmerson a prominent New was regarded as admirable, and 400
York capitalist and owner of the Her- - delegates urged its adoption by the
various governments of the world.
Invest- mit Copper Mining Company with
Gompers Abroad
at.
situated
Hermit
Ledge,
properties
AGED
igating Conditions among twenty miles up the Galinas canon DEATH OFAND
HONORED MASON.
Las
from
Vegas.
Foreign Workmen

v

Nov.

7,683 persons of school
$2,151.24.
San Miguel, 7,621 persons, $2,133.88.
Santa Fe, 5,677 persons, $1,589.56.
Rio Arriba, 5,481 persons, $1,520.68.
Chaves, 5,300 persons, $1,489.
Quay, 4,539 persons, $1,270.92.
Grant, 4,509 persons, $1,2C2.52.
Roosevelt, 4,483 persons, $1,255.24.
Socorro, 4,450 persons, $1,246.
Dona Ana, 4,356 persons, $1,219.68.
Mora, 4,319 persons, $1,209.32.
Curry, 3,873 persons, $1,084.
Tacs, 3,782 persons, $1,058.96.
Colfax, 3,755 persons, $1,051.40.
Eddy, 3,680 persons, $1,030.40.
Guadalupe, 3,392 persons, $949.76.
Union, 3,358 persons, $940.24.
Valencia, 3,231 persons, $904.t8.
Torrance, 2,839 persons, $794.92.
Otero, 2,485 persons, $695.80.
Lincoln, 2,275 persons, $63.
Sandcval, 2,036 persons, $570.08.
San Juan 1,952 persons, $596.56.
Sierra, 1,380 persons, $386.40. ;
Luna, 1,278 persons $357.84.
McKinley, 740 persons, $207.20.

'

.

The total amount apportioned was
was mostly derived
from leasing of public school lands,
lieing turned over to Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero by Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien.
$27,558.72 and
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Man and Woman Seen Struggling in Water for But
a Moment.
Chicago, Nov. 8. A rapidly moving
auto dashed through an open draw
bridge on Jackson Boulevard into the
Chicago river last night. The machine was believed to have hu.l four
to six occupants, but when the machine was recovered this afternton
and no bodies were found, the police
expressed belief that only two were
A man and woman were
drowned.
seen struggling in the water a moment after the machine plunged, hut the
bodies have not beet recovered.
NINE PERSONS KILLED,

-

-

o

ST

.

Bernalillo

F. S. Williams

il

Occupants
Carriage
throughout the territory, otherwise,
SCORE INJURED.
Darn
Thrown
the returns would undoubtedly have
Crossing
reached the first estimate of more
Xew York, Nov. 8. Nine persons
Into Lake.
than 100,000. The apportionment is on
were killed and nearly a score of emthe basis of 28 cents per capita.
and
ployes injured by an explosion
Ere
in
celluloid
Robert
The canities and their appropria- DROWNED
the
of
factory
CONVENTION
WATERS
Morrison and son, on Columbia street,
tion rank as follows:
jNJCY
age

New York, Nov.

Public interest in the
Stein!;'
murder trial continues intense. 'I here has been no direct evidence implicating the prisoner with
the crime while the conflicting stories
of witnesses and the brave fight of the
accused are turning sympathy in her
favor. The prisoner looked very haggard today, but considerably calmer.
Mine. Aiauzio. wife of one of Steiu-heil'- s
models and Dr. Archary Slein-heithe family physician, it. is thought
will be called by the prosecution. Both
testified today in favor of the accused.
Mine. Stein-hei- l
Dr. Archary declared
told him that her husband was
addicted to an infamous practice. Because of the manner" in which the
bodies of Stcinheil and Mine. Japy
were bound the doctor suggested that
one person alone could not have committed the crime.

Pari,

M.

'MRS. JOHN JACOB ASTOR
GRANTED DIVORCE.
TORONTO

New York, Nov. 8. Mrs. John Jacj
Brooklyn, today.
ob
Astor was today granted an interrefire
so
The
that
it
rapidly
spread
Horses Frightened by Hunters
Annual Report of President locutory
decree of divorce by Justice
quired desperate work of the fire men
Who Sprang Up From Side
Looked Forward to Great
to get the dead and injured out of the
Mills, sitting in the supreme court at
';ew Ycrk City. All papeus. in the
of the Dam.
Interest.
building and a number of them were
case are sealed and the proceedings
injured in doing so.
are carefully guarded. It is understood
The explosion occurred in the baseSpecial to the New Mexican.
Toronto, Canada, Nov. 8. Canada however, that Mrs. Astor will be
ment
of
and
the
given
the
employees
factory
Springer, Colfax County, Nov. 8.
extended a warm welcome to a large sum of money in lieu of alito the roof and the fire today
stampeded
A deplorable tragedy took place just
representatives of the American Fed- mony.
Some leaped to the ground eration
escapes.
here to attend the twenty-nintafter dark last evening at Springer and were injured.
convention of that organ- DRINK LEADS TO
annual
Lake, four miles west of Springer, in
ization. The annuai lenort of PresiWOMAN'S SUICIDE.
which Meliton Gomez and- Maria An- BUICK AUTOMOBILE
dent Gompers te loel ed forward to
BnEAKS
RECORD.
gela Aranda of Wagon Mound lost
with more than unusual eagerness.
A dispatch from Ias duces says
Ehrenhurg, Ara., Nov. 8. The five The recent decision of the court of aptheir lives. These two together with
that Ester Garcia, during a drunken
big racing cars that remain in the
afBasilio Archuleta of Las Vegas, and Los Angeles-Phoenibrawl, committed suicide on Sunday
automobile race peals of the District of Columbia
Presisentences
the
asainst
firming
an unknown raaa from DawsoTi were left here at daylight this morning.
morning by taking carbolic acid. The
dent Gompers, Secretary Morrison and young woman was handsome and was
driving toward Wagon Mound and had An Isotta car was out first, followed
John Mitchell for con- the only one that had refused to leave
reached the top of the dam forming by a Buick. The Buick broke all
the lake, the dam being wide enough previous records from Los Angeles to tempt of court in the Bucks Stove and town when the city council ordered all
for a wagon to cross, when several the Colorado river, making 240 miles Range case, has brought those officials vc sorts of immoral nature closed. The
hunters bobbed up along the slope of the worst roads in the west in 12 within, shadow of the prison walls, and girl died in terrible agony.
it is for the convention to decide
cf the dam and frightened the horses hour and 7 minutes.
whether the case is to be appealed to SPAIN APPEARS TO
so that they jumped over the concrete
the United States supreme court. Mr.
side of the dam and slipped into SERIOUS FALLING OFF
BE PACIFIED.
IN COTTON CROP. Gomphers is on a four months
twenty feet of water in the lake. After
trip
a struggle, Archuleta and the unknown
Nov. 8. The census abroad investigating conditions in forWashington,
Madrid, Nov. 8. The government!
man managed to crawl out of the icy bureau today issued a report showing eign labor, fields. The expected result today restored the constitutional guar- waters but the two first named lost that 7,012,317 bales of cotton had been is a recommendation as to the wisdom antees in the Catalonian provinces of
their lives and nien are dredging the ginned of "this year's crop to Novem- of affiliating with labor organizations Barcelona and Gerona, which suspend- lake today to find their bodies. The ber 1, compared with 8,191,557 bales abroad -- with a view eventually of es- ed last July when the revolt broke
'
horses were also drowned.
last year.
tablishing an international federation. out In those provinces.
i
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Whitcomb, Tyler of the Grand
Succumbs to Illness at
Albuquerque.

Lodge,

Senior Deacon Nathan Jaffa and
Junior Deacon Clinton J. Crandall of
the New Mexico Grand Lodge A. F. &
A. M., will leave tomorrow evening
for Albuquerque to attend the funeral
cf A. M. Whitcomb on Wednesday
Mr. Whitcomb.. one of the oldest and
best known Masons of New Mexico
died yesterday.
He was a native of
Canada, when ten years dd moved to
Vermont and settled in New Mexico
thirty years ago. He was a carpenter and builder and conducted
a
nursery business. He
tyler of the
grand lodge and held other Masonic
Mr. Whitcomb
was 76
positions.
years old and is survived by his wife,
two brothers and two sisters.
s

Vice-Preside-

.

3

WILL PASS ON
DOCTOR COOK'S CLAIMS.
Geographic Society Appointed Committee to Determine When Pole
Was Discovered.
Washington, D. C, Nov. 8. The
board of managers of the National Geo- a
graphic Society today appointed
committee to pass on the question
whether the north pole was discovered
before 1909, meaning by Dr. Cook,
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Bobolink

$3.10'

50 "
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THE GRIMES' PIANO.
)
I'eoria
Old Crimea is rather feeble now;
He's genius gray and old.
The children all have left the home;
The home itself is sold.
The Crimes now live modestly
In a small two-rooflat;
But they've their grand piano yet
They couldn't part with that.

1.60

50

'

ROUND

$3.20

:

(

1 100 "

DAILY

register tickets
with all cash purchases.

World-Transcript.-

They bought it back in sixty-threIt paralyzed the town.
One dollar every week they paid,
Likewise one dollar down,
Upon it little Bessie played,
And Gwendclin and Sue;
It played the wedding march of each
As on the seasons flew.

j

MONDAY,

Stop That Cold

Established 1856.

To check parly roMs or Grippe with "Preventirg"

oMisted to cure it afterwards. To be sure,
will cure even a deeply seated cold, but
taken early at the sneeze stage they break, or
off
these early colds. That's surely bettor.
luiid
That's why they are called Preventics.
Prevwiticsare little Candy Cold Cures. No Quin.
ine, r.o physic, nothing sickening. Nice for the
cliildrpn and thoroughly safe too. If you feel
chilly, if you sneeze, if you ache all over, think cf
Preventics. Promptness may also save half your
usual sickness. And don't forget your child, if
there is feverisliness, nightorday. Herein probably lies Preventics' greatest efficiency. Sold in
no boxes for the pocket, also in '2."c boxes of 48
Preventics. Insist on your druggists giving you

s5

PRICES

grandchild toddled 'round the home
And pounded on the keys;
George Marion, the producer of the
Each fleeting year more todlers came "Merry Widow," "A Stubborn CinIn groups of twos and threes.
derella," "The Prince of Pilsen," etc.
Alas, they also new are gone
The songs include "Good-by- e
Pal," "I
And married far away,
Hate to Work on Monday," "O" Ge
And silent and neglected
Be Sweet to Me Kid." "Waltz
Me
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.
The piano stands today.
Around Till I'm Dreamy," "When Eyes
M
Like Yours ' Look Into Eyes Like
Sadly the old man views if there;
Mine," "The Old Buck and Wing" and
It clutters up the room;
"Do Something."
Right gladly he would take it out
"The Girl Question" is the latest
to
And haul it to its doom.
of the series of unique musical comedy
he
can't
Alas,
dispose of it,
entertainments which Adams, Hough
To burn it he's afraid;
and Howard have furnished the
'Twill have to stick around until
theatre, Chicago, will he seen
The last installment's paid.
here after a long run in the Windy
City. It is rushing, bustling, jolly, unBond Issue for Court
House The
conventional sort of play with snap
hoard of county
commissioners of
8
Lincoln county met at Carrizozo to- and action in every line and situation
and those who have enjoyed its preday to arrange for a bond issue for
decessors, "The Time, The Place and
$2,1,000 to build a court liouse and
jail The Girl" wiil
surely be pleased with
at Carrizozo.
it. The sale or seats opens Thursday,
More
Trouble at Lincoln Jail Says
DecoNovember 11.
the Carrizozo Outlook:
"Joe Ostraks-k- i
and B. Darling, two prisoners, conPENITENTIARY
BIDS.
fined in the county jailt had a hand
Sealed proposals will be received
to hand struggle and it is said that
Daring was severly beaten in the fis- by the board of penitentiary commissioners at the office of the superintic combat.''
until 10 o'clock a. m., Decemtendent,
Prisoner Rewarded for Preventing
ber 3d, 1009, for furnishing and delivJail Delivery Because he was in- ering at the New Mexico
penitentiary
strumental in preventing a wholesale the su;. plies hereinafter mentioned, cr
MANUFACTURER
pail delivery at Mora ten days ago so much thereof as the board may
which would have resulted in the es deem sufficient.
JEWELER
Delivery of all supcape of a confessed murderer, and oth- plies must be as directed by the sun
er desperate characters, Fred Epple, perintendent.
EBSi
in jail here in default of $1,500 bond
Six months supply of beef, corned
on a charge
of issuing fraudulent beef, sausage, flour, sugar, coffee and
checks, had his bond reduced to $250, sundry groceries; oats, corn, bran and
which will enable hi:n to secure his alfalfa;
clothing aud miscellaneous
liberty, pending trial.
dry goods; leather; hardware; oils
and greases; butter and eggs, in accordance with specifications and conTHE FIRST N1GHTER
ditions on blank proposals, which will
be furnished by the superintendent upJ. D.'MULLIGAN
(A column set aside for the Elks' on
Bids
otherwise
Theater and criticism of performances made application.
will net be considered and the
Given Careful
thereat.)
hoard reserves the right to reject any
and all bids or parts thereof.
Personal Attention
Pretty girls and catchy songs and
By order of the board of penitenpr-RFSIPF.XCF!
CtTi 1 CQ
dances which are marvels of grace and tiary commissioners.
office
1
ov
liuu
ot
PHONE
l'HONK
NKiHT
action, a cast of startling players and
J. W. RAYNOLDS,
PICTURE FRAMING TASTEFULLY AND. SATISFACTORILY
DOME.
above all a play with a plot of intense
Superintendent.
human interest are found in the "Girl
Santa Fe, X. M., Nov. 3, 1909.
Question," the entrancing musical play
which comes to the Elks' theatre on
The New Mexican can do nrintin.i
November ICth. The play is along equal to that done in any of the large
the lines and is in fact a successor to cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
"The Time. The Place and The Girl," wcrk we turn out.
&
Try our stock
the musical play which has jammed once and you will certainly come
every theatre in which it has played again. We have all the facilities for
Every Description of work in our line done to order
since its run of 4C3 performances in turnm g out every class of work, inGAME HEADS MOUNTED
cludin one of the best binderies in
Chicago.
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
The fifty pretty chorus girls who the w est. '
Send for prices for tanning and lining
have ever been seen in one show are
foitnd in "The Girl Question" as are
PILES CURED JN 6 TO U DAYS
furs and hides for rugs and robes
also the famous "$1,000 Beauty BroilVA7.0
OINTMKNT is friuirnnteed to cure
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds .
ers," the latter being the ten little any case of ltclilnpr, Blliitl Weeding or ProPiles in 6 to 14 days cr money re436 Canon Road rFRANK
General
L FV
girls who dance with an abandon of truding
funded. 50c.
Phone Black 19
Meichandise
emotion and enthusiasm and an
SANTA FE, N. M.
amount of ginger which has never been
E5E3
equaled.
The plot of "The Girl Question" reveals a stroy of every day life which
is of real human interest
though
whreltea!lale
a Ijcce
broken up in its developments
at
man
in ren-tf- d
moments to allow for the introduction
r vprv " propeiliving
ty k ng to
of sonss and dances.
The production
get Into a houee of her own.
There are hundreds of thii gs
was staged by that master in the exshe would like to do to n skelter
Screened Raton Lump,
$4.53 per Ten
own home more confortahle,
ploitation of dramatic scenes, beautiScreened Menem Lump,
and pleasant Nearly
attractive
$5.25 per Ten
ful stage pictures and graceful dances,
every won an Is a money saver
Screened Cerrillos Lump,
$6.00 per Ton
and she will help j ou wonderfully
to pay for a home.
Beware of Ointment for Catarrh That
Anthracite Coal all Sizes. Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Contain Mercury,
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
as mercury will surely destroy th
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
CAPITAL COAL YARD
hsar A., T. & S. F. Capot
sense of smell and completely derange
Do
the wnoic system when entering it
We will "ell you a very desirthrough the mucous surface. Such arable hon e on payn ents "which
ticles should never be uted except on
rent money will n ake
jour
Hon't wait. Begin now paying
from reputable physiprescriptions
for
home.
your
EXCHANGE BOARDING
cians, as the damage thty will do is
LET US KXPTAIN
OUR
:
:
HOUSE
ten fold to the good you can potsibly
CONTRACT fOR CHEAP MONEY.
derive from them. Hall's Catarrh
S. E. Comer, Plaza.
.1.
&
F.
manufactured
Cure,
GEO. M. KINSELL
by
Cheney
Meals 35c. Board by week $6.00
294 San Francisco St.
Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury,
Mrs. Willey, Prop.
and is taken interutiiiy, acting direct- MSS8B
ly upon the blood and mucous surface
Basket leaves Monday" TueTday of the system. In buying Hall's Catarrh
be sure you get the genuine. It D. M.
&
Returns Thurodty and Friday. isCure
taken internally and made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co. TestiBuilders and Contractors
monials free.
AGENCY
K.
O.
at
Barber
&
Shop
Sold by druggists.
PLANS & ESTIMATES
Price, 7oc per
bottle.
P.
O.
122
Phone
No
No'
14b
BROWN,
Red
Famished on short notice
Telephone
Take Hall's Family Pills for

FROM

$4.00

I w to3

$6.00

EVERY SUIT
GUARANTEED

Ifyou wantSa geed pair of Shoes-fothe boy try a pair of
BULL'S EYE or BUSTER EROWN Make
r

j

j

They will wear s,nd cost you no
more than other makes.

CALL AND SEE THEM

e

j

HALF CENTURY

A

Phone 86

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

IN

THE

CITY.

TRY OUR
Ground Alfa fa

lea i
Also Good for Chickens

Jewelry Silverware,
rated China, Novelties,

Leather and Leather Ebony

SOLE AGENTS FOR

Goods.

International Stock Food

Suit?

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

epiu

Floor, Hay,

LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt an J Seeds
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

r

Undertaker and Embalmer

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

St Michael's College

PTTHTUD AT C

Santa Fe, New Mexico

lift

FURRIER

FOR

P O Box 219.

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

lyl

fas?

KANTWEAROUT & HERCULES BRAND

CO.

CALL AJ3D SEE FOR YOURSELF

I

WE HAVE THEM

A

inter Grocery Co.

af

Your Boy Will Need a Good School Suit

twenties
S

Incorporated 1903

SELIGMAN BROS. COMPANY.

un ans sure defeat lor Pneumonia. To stop a cold
Willi Preventics is safer than to let it run anil be

STRIPilNG-EURROW-

NOVEMBER 8, 1309.

"LVfJE" CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
Oldest and Mo?t Popular Institution in the Southwest

commercial
literary
& SCIENTIFIC

Courses

Academic and Preparatory Courses

j

form Separate Departments

I

BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

Send for Prospectus

Studies resumed September 1st.
BROTHER HERMES. President

Si

F.AflRMI

OUR OUARANThE

Ask lour Wife

COAL Telephone 85WOOD

b:ut

Rent Money

St? rTMWi
tWW1l'".pWW'",'

Will

1

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY

CREAM

HOOVER

MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

Agent,

Red

CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY

(ESSES

ry

Zook s JDenzoio Witch H
roi4

7. We guarantee the feed door to
be smoke and dust proof.
The above guarantee is made with
the understanding that the stove be
operated according to directions, and
connected up with a good flue.

SON

MILK

.ajmr

,tt

one-thir- d

as used.

For Best Lanodry Work

FRESH EGGS

We guarantee a saving of
in fuel over any lower draft
stove of the same size, with soft coal,
lignite or slack.
2. We guarantee Cole's Hot Blast
to use less hard coal for heating a
given space than any base burner
made with same size firepot.
3. We guarantee that the rooms
can be heated from one to two hours
each morning with the soft coal 6r
hard coal put in the stove the
evening before.
i. We guarantee that the stove
will hold fire with soft coal from
Saturday evening to Monday morning
without attention.
5. We guarantee a uniform heat
day and night, with soft coal, hard
coal or lignite.
6. We guarantee every stove to
remain absolutely air tight as long
1.

Phone .
No 14

C
W oedBavi
HARDWARE

Phone
No 14

CO.

329K.I

5UtlbtttlS9 Chapped lands Lips and Face
Prepared
HARMACY
Only at
PHONE
218

zo

NO

MONDAY,

NOVEMBER 8. 1209.
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WHY SO WEAK?

2BX2ZSS
raiioiuil fores: lauds comprised will. hi
District '.. about ;M,tinii,imii acres, and
New Mexico Military Institute
can a..-- leaiize that many of the f'T-i- i
Kidney Troubles
May Be
Sapping
Your Life Away. Santa Fe People
a virgin slate, it is nos.-ibl- e
Prosperity Has Full Sway in the Spent A'lrct $70,CC0 for Good Roads ests are
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Have Learned This Fact.
West Says Clarence H. Mackay
and Telephones on Reserves in
to apt v i.iTi. the need of these pi inue
Weit Point of the 8ojthwett."
Th
j
of the Postal Company.
New Mexic. Arizona and
nent iiii, :ovi :ni'!i!s which aie p'antic
Otl
ccrs Detaocd by War Dnpartmpnt
'h5
Army
When a healthy man or woman beArkansas.
to nial.e ail parts of the forest, ac- RANK SCHOOL IN CLAbS
Army
to
run
Inspector
s
.
down
v..
without
II.1 AHmnuer pit , x.
New York. Nov.
gins
Clarence
apparent
.Nov. s. d!s-A- cessi'il''.
de"A."
cause, becomes weak, langufi,
C. Riugland has just
Mackay, finished an eight thousand trict forester
pressed, suffers backaches! headache, mile inspection tour if the Postal' issued a summary report of permanent
Through Academic course, preparing young
I
:i es
for college or for b
dizzy spells and urinary disorders, lilies on Saturday. Respecting con.li-- '
life, (ireat
niPti
forwork tn the national
3look to the kidneys for the cause of tions in the far west, he was both improvement
location
amount of open air work.
in District No. i for the fiscal
ests
if. all.
Keep the kidneys well and optimistic and enthusiastic.
Located
In
School
the
of
In-U:,ior.
1
I'Mt'.K
any Military
ending June ".
Why Even Moderate Drinking is
Doan's
they will keep you well.
"The people out there," he said, "are year
n the beautiful
the
irarder.
a
be
will
to
source
of
ViIVy
i
f
It
jurious.
surprise
Kidney Pills cure pick kidneys and not watching the horizon with eager'
Mr. K liter--- 1
those
of the West at an e'evathn, of 3.70(
am
ne
not
cf
do
who
not
work
the
understand
spot
many
Fe
a
Santa
keep them well. Here is
eyes for a return of prosperity. They! of the forest service to loarn of the who beiii ve that we can be made hap-- '
feet abovu sea level, sunshine every day. on'
testimonial to prove it.
think
has already arrived.
which py by law; that all vice ana sin and
work
Ittle rain or snow during session.
improvement
permanent
.i. T. Sandoval, 113 Ortiz
street, and soprosperity
it has with iliem. if my judg-can be banished by legisla- been carried on in the national for- sicknchas
Eleven Officers and Instructors, al! graduPauta Vc, N. M., says: "I have used ment is worth
teleI
anything. The
would ratner see,
s. On the forests of Arkansas, Ari- tive enactment.
es!
Doan's Kidney Pills off and on for
from staidard
eastern coilpges. Ten
ates
graph is certainly as good a haronie-- i zona and New Mexico
temi eraiiee without a prohibition law!
service
the
two years and they have dene me a ler of business
heatod. lighted
furnished,
found.
It
throughly
as can be
buildings,
world of good. A dull pain in the retiects dullness
ourln the last fiscal year $GS.- - than enlorced total abstinence, but I',
s''nt
all respects.
and
modern
ir
desnondencv.
and
recognize also that the evils of the,
f'2:!-fnr Immanent improvements,
small of my back, sometimes extemf-in- s revival and
UE'iENTV E. A. Gaboon, President; W
hopefulness,
impartially Tll1
liquor traffic car.net tie banished or;
into my bladder caused me a and instautaneouslv.
(,f
l"'imar"
vears ago
Three
al-Hainlltou, Vice Presldnt; J. Phelps White,
modified
(i,
even
without pronibition,
'
is
,1,a,;" hp for"
great deal of suffering, particularly I had no occasion to go west to dis- nnry ' tl"
;
W. M. Atkinson Secretary, aud W
Treasure.-case.
the
is
this
though
that
regret
was
I
cold.
bothered cuss with our district
when I took
sts more accessible to the public, It is a
superintendents,
A
of
of
matter
Fllyan
a very large percentage
mostly in the winter. In addition to methods of
providing for expansion of Consequently
.'Saving the nation from destruction.1
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
the pain in my back, there were sympwas
this
in
the
money
spent
such a visit was
Only tiie other day the papers told of.
toms of inflamatiou of the bladder. business, this year
address.
In the past twelve sanction and repair of roads and trails the fiiuht ful increase in suicide in the
JMliiJT-T1i'- ''
The kidney secretions were highly months
COL. IA. W. WILLSOK,
of
miles
lines
and
many
Pacific
our business in every
telephone
rniio.l States, of the breaking down'
colored and when passed w ere attendtuperlntcndanl
were also constructed.
The
one
in
and
report
coast,
every
nearly
city
of the moral and physical stauiira of;
ed with a scalding pain. I never used
west of the ..tississippi has increased shows that a large percentage of the the
Ie.
;)j
pi
l
ao Oail.lLtH.lUlY (AO
UJ null
money was expended in the construc- T,:n
.remarkably
Alexander Lambert, M. D.. in "Hope
t.!....
ta.,v.
facilities
all
The
and repair of 25:', miles of trails, for the Victims of Narcotics,''
need
tion
of
additional
to be just the medicine my case reprinted
the line was even more peremp- thirly-twmiles of wagon road, and in "Success Magazine" says:
quired and the complete cure they alongthan 1 had
i
supposed and we shall li'K; miles of telephone lines,
The causes and effects of alcoholbrought has led me to recommend tory
in meeting the requireno
time
lose
as
Uncle
furnishinir
is
Sam
rangers,
ism form a vast subject about which t
on
more than one occasion."
them
Fortunately we began some rapidly as funds will permit, with neat much truth and many falsehoods have!
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 ments.
time
the construction of a new little houses which are generally lo- - been wiitten.
ago
The falsehoods
have!
cents. Foster-MilburThese celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs In
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole a ents for the United na'continentaj line direct trom ban Cated in an advantageous place on the done more than a
harm, fori located In tb midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these watert
Francisco via Reno and Salt Lake. t district of (he forest which they patrol, they have caused, in the minds of)
tested by the
has been thoroughly
States.
miles west
twenty-fiv- e
miraculous cures attested to in th
t.nstnr the ignorant a disbeliei injhe truth,: Cliff Dwellings,
Remember the name Doan's and was a serious undertaking because am1 hums
of the great' difficulty of construction
fences and corrals are built. For the and the strict truth displays a terrible of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, Rheutake no other.
securing right of way and imbedding most part, the houses consist either of picture. The use of alcohol is the Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-mc- matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright't
poles in solid rock across the Sierras three or four rooms and are furnished most common and
of ail
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
for
practically forty miles. The alt i with stives, tables, and chairs. In the narcotics, and unlike morphine Grande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula,
Serial 03904.
tude at the summit being over seven
Not Coal Land.
a number of cases typewriters and cocaine it may be indulged in daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Com
thousand
feet. Happily tnis, the hard- - quite
are
also being famished the rangers modestly without, ever being taken to The temperture of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bath
Department of the Interior.
est part of the work, has been ac
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
because of the increased amount of excess: hut, also unlike morpnine and from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; tlo per week; $.:!
and I had the pleasure of
complished,
October 4, 1909.
which they have with cocaini when used even in modera- carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet Climate per month.
Stage meets Denver
in
the first direct mes- "orrespondenee
il "1;,.v cauKe pathologic changes very
for Santa Fe traiD
entire
the
waits
j1011
and
trains
and
delightful
Notice is hereby given that Bernar- - receiving theReno,
and
the
dry
public.
line from San Francis- - their supervisors
sage over
in i ue nou. aim wnon laKen io excess rAnr round
l now a eommod- - upon request.
There
This
resort Is attracmake
is
!o Martinez, of Pecos, New Mexico, CO. Oil tUV
done
to
possible
Everything
liilf-KI v,irtii-tinum
j
'
or
ininvariably
is open al)
produces
at
".
seasons
if
degenerative
all
for
and
Home-.
louc
hotel
the
tive
vnnp-f-convenience
fnr
on
has
tVip
made
5,
October
1904,
('nnifortahle.
who,
ea word ot tlie quashing by the Ne- - t
.; , t,
.IOUUU
.
changes in the various viscera.
valids and tourists.
winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
suffeing
11U
CUUIII1II-- ,
a
:
People
stead Entry (Serial 03904), No. 8105, vciua
:UUU
"Kill
Oeeil
n,l.,
!J tl'JII Ml Lb 111M1Alcohol lias a curious selective ac- tuuua Ul illJUML
NE
and E 2 NW
for W
" nves in uie open muhi iiu ve a cum Hon, and as individuals react differ- - from consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
gated bv our coinoelitors tn nrevpnt
contagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
Section 21, Township 17 N. Range out lMiikiin- - eastwards sn that .nw fortable house in order to accomplish
to equal doses, so, too, do indie.ntly
waters contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further particulars
w01'kfiled
M.
P. Meridian,
In a number of cases very
has
il E., N.
the way is clear to Salt Lake and the S00(1
viduals
show different pathologic jhese
salts to the gallon, being address:
of
alkaline
built
been
notice of intention to make final five work will be pushed forward with ail
houses
have
log
The'
changes from equal indulgence.
a,1(1 many of the rangers show considyear proof, to establish claim to the possible speed.
brain and central nervous system, or!
land above described, before the Regrablc
the heart and arteries, or the liver and
additional
wires
Simultaneously
l
ister or Receiver of the U. S. Land will be strung between Seattle and nu"M'
Huu.cioe uu. on u.
kidneys, may each separately bear
Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
Francisco and also from San U n"r :uul 1Ilt('nOT- the brunt of the alcoholic poison. Thus
the 181 h day of November, 1909.
To effect an efficient administration the brain and nervous system may en-- !
Francisco to Denver on our Southern1
Claimant nafnes as witnesses:
route via Santa Fe, in order to keep of the forest it has been found that tirely escape the poison, and the indi- - j
IP
I
Rival, Manuel Sandoval, Apol-oui- pace with the business demand we quick communication is an absolute vidual die of cardiac or other visceral!
of
all
Martinez, Simon ViveVash,
shall spare no effort to meet these tie-- necessity. This is especially true in j degenerations; or the braid and nerv-- j
1'ecos, New Mexico.
tnands and we will not need to borrow regard to the five question, if a ous system may become early degen-MANUEL R. OTERO,
money to do so.
ranger can immediately telephone for erated and the viscera escape, ami
Register.
Eastern people who don't go west help when he discovers a fire rather the chronic alcoholic live long years,
have no comprehension of its growth than ride all day to procure this help. a nuisance and a curse to his commun
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
and developments. San Francisco is it. surely means that the expense in- - ity. I nfortunately, when alcoholic
Connection made wim Automobile a modern marvel of American cour- volved in
constructing telephone lines ; excesses are committee: in tne youth-itine at Torrance for Roswell dally age and faith, and Seattle of Ameri- The tele- - it'l formative period of life, the brain
absolutely necessary.
-- TOAutomobile leaves Torrance for Ros can energy and skill. It is
the
service and nervous system are the more
one
lines
constructed
by
already
phone
well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
prone to be affected. The man who
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros have with its broad streeis, splendid- can be easily
in alcoholic excesses is like
appreciated when one aindulges
Well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar
man
who
recklessly signs sight
fine
ly paved,
buildings and
realizes that there are many ranches
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The and nobody can see it without parks,
realiz- - located considerable distance from set- - drafts which he never expects to be
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance mg that it is destined at no distant dements. The forest service is gradu-da- cashed in, but when overtaken with Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
acute disease, or accident these drafts
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
to be one of the greatest in any working toward effecting a
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autoare
cashed in with pitiless insistence.
pietft system of telephone lines on the The effects
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard
not. always
alcohol
of
do
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
"All the way through the middle national forest. Where forests are
remain confined to the generation
manager, Automobile Line.
west, signs were equally gratifying. contiguous telephone lines on each
Payable TbrougliiJt the Units! States. Canada. Mexico
It was told in Montana, and North forest are connected and thus super-Dakot- which commirs the
and all Foreign Countries.
If you want anytnmg on
the farmers have learned the visors are enabled to readily accomp-lesso- since idiocy, epilepsy, moral degenerNew Mexican want "ad."
of modern industrial develop- - j isu any business which may affect acy and weakened, unstable mentality
REMITTANCES SENT BY
are more often found in the children
ment through savings achieved by
forests. As a general rule the of alcoholic
in those of
than
parents
and are forming great farm-- ! lines are buill from one ranger station
tit
parentage. The actual
THE CHIEF SUPPORT operation
ing companies which alreadp show re- - j to another. Eventually it is hoped to thirst or
is not inherited, but
craving
markable results and profits. The h.!Ve eaeh TAX heated on the
the weaker moral character which is
.
f
character
such agricul- (,st
dirm communication with his bequeathed easily gives way to any
uuai progress ironi every point oi
temptation and quickly forms habits
view cannot be overestimated. It supervisor.
of excessive indulgence.
the
within
The
stockmen
residing
fetches the bone and sinew cf the
reland into touch with harmony with j boundaries of national forests are
the
from
considerable
MASHER GOT WHAT
help
the
spirit which has ceiving
of
WAS COMING TO HIM.
evolved our great manufacturing con- service through the development
" d
h ing
cerns and put the U. S. so far ahead watering places. In District
watering places Conductor Held Him While Irate Woof all other countries that her com- the past year fifty-fou- r
mercial supremacy is now and will were improved or developed to such
man Passenger Slapped Man
an extent as to furnish more w.;ter
probably continue to be
Who Annoyed Her.
than formerly. For the most part this
ion
class of work is done in
Ga., Nov. 8. "Now
Thomasville,
with stockmen. It is to their interest
NEW MEXICO ASKS
in the face just as
him
to go madam, slap
FOR REFRIGERATING CARS. that their cattle should not have
in
in
can.
Kick him, too, if
of
as
hard
you
it
also
is
water
and
of our extensive business an1,
long distances for
you like."
service
forest
cf
to
the
interest
the
ttie quality of tlie L'itnber wt
Nov. 8. What may be
This invitation, extended
by Conmore range be developed by inand tlie reasonable price theWashington,
indication of a slight car fam- - that
first
on
Coast
an
Atlantic
ductor
Lewis,
water
a-the
,
We
suppljr.
for it.
have built up ! iee has been received at the offices of creasing
wd
RIGHT.
Another way in which the service Line train, was acted upon vigorously
our traie oa honest lines, t- the interstate commerce commission
OrNew
McBride
of
Mrs.
Anna
by
with
to
stockmen
is
which wa are still adhericg, and in the form of two telegrams for aid helps
leans. She slaped her annoyer's jrxe
we ffu .raotae e ery foot of in securing transportation facilities them in the construction of drift
it was crimson.
ad-- , until
are
these
When
fences
Doi Caspar Avenue
fences.
.Limoe wa sell to be just a for the fruit crop of Michigan and New vnntnp-pnnsl"I
con-!
means
triipss that'll do Mr Conductor.
it
citnated
'
piece of it Mexico.
represented
siderable aid to the stockmen in hand Thank you," she said, going back to
is thoroughly seasoned a d
The requests are urgent, hut so far
As a general rule, her seat, while the other passengers
ling his stock
frj.e from a'l imparfections the commission is inclined to think when a proposition of this kind arises applauded.
Oar prices are satisfactory
The stirring little drama was en- that the shortage is only accidental ami it. is found' bv the forest officers
in
and will not spread to other than reHHft fpnpp acted because a man persisted
OUR MOTTO: To have the Best of Everything in Our Line
Mcfrigerator cars.
will not interfere with the handling pressing his attentions upon Mrs.
Bride. She tried ignoring him but
of any man's stock, the forest service
he did not care for that. Then she
will furnish the material for the conB lata
? kisa
As a
struction of the fence, while the inter- warned him without result.
to the conlast
she
resort,
appealed
ested stockmen furnish the labor in
ductor.
the actual construction of the fence.
"Sure he'll have to leave you
The Roosevelt dam on the Salt river
insisted the conductor. "Here
OF
alone,"
valley, which the reclamation service just wait a minute."
has almost completed, has made it nec- Then Conductor Lewis collared the
AND
Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work!
essary for the supervisor of the Tonto man pinned h,g ams beh,nd him and
a
launch.
The
to
secure
national forest
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gsms.
hpld Mm flnnlyj whe ne suggesteJ
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
supervisor's office at Roosevelt, Ariz., COrnoral fnunishment
SANTA FE, N. M.
527 San Francisoo St.
is situated on the south sqide of the
The annoyer left the train at the
which the next station. He had intended to
the
formed
dam,
lake.
by
school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
other government buildings of the re- ride further.
clamation service. The greater part
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
of the forest lies north of the canon SPECIMEN OF DEMOCRATIC
and it is necessary to cross the lake
College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
PRISON MANAGEMENT.
in order to reach it.
EcoHousehold
and
ic
Electrical
Engineering
C'vil , and ,
When completed the dam will form
Rusk, Tex., Nov; 8. Sensational
In
four
miles
lake
a
of cruelty were made against
twenty
charges
length,
Mechanics
and
Agriculnomics. Also short courses in Practical
with one arm formed by Salt river and guards and penitentiary officials
-a
of the finest
by Tonto creek. The launch ing a legislative investigation here,
B
ture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
enables forest officers to reach objec- - One guard is said to have shot an
low
and
are
are
there
many opportunities
tive points much more readily than is insane convict who was attempting
course. Expenses
possible by horse or wagon over the to escape. The convicts showed the
EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
ALL OP THE VERY
for self support.
rough slopes of the canon. A large committee welts and scars on their
LATEST AND NEWEST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS
scow towed by the launch Is used for bodies and declared that as many as
For Catalogue and further information, address the President
j
INSECTION iS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED
transporting horses and supplies. For- seventy blows had been administered
merly the roads and trails followed with a notched strap. Convicts have
the canons, but the new lake has now died from the effects of the beatings
ADOLF
cut off these routes of travel.
and others from overwork, the legis- Agricultural College, N. Mex.
when one realizes the large area of lators were told.
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Ccrrrcted figures for the coal

R.

pro-

duction of New Mexico in 1908 were
made public today. The Territory
la.st y( iir produced a total of 2,467,9:J7
tens valued at $:,3GS,753, or an averEntered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
age of $1.;!7 per ton, which however,
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
?3.75 is not the price the consumer pays.
Daily, sis months, by mail
25
Daily per week by carrier. . . .
st pony up from $t.50 to $'
2.00 j1'0'' he
75 Weekly, per year
Daily, per month, by carrier
Of
the total production,
1.00.
65 Weekly, six months
Daily, per month, by mail
114
tons
were
manufactured into cok(
75
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Dally, per year, by mail
The industry gave employment to
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
men and boys for 197 days of the
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to year, and can therefore be classed as
very postcffl;2 in the Territory, and has a large anJ growing circulation cue of the big industries of the Territory although only in the earliest
among the Intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
stages of its development for the coal
mining possibilities of New Mexico
(union ffc.n.Aen.
are as great as those of Pennsylvania.
'
which last year produced more than
WHAT IRRIGATION . HAS DONE ' works, that the country is hardly to be '117,000,000 tens of coal and 'employed
j
FOR CARLSBAD.
But yet it is only a ts- recognized.
an average of. 201 days.
On fur if
tflls in an edi- - iriiniinrr
TIwj Pnvtclitwl Arp-nfmlr liotm :i lGG.OOO'people
Even
W'oming emi,loyed 7'000 lne"
tonal what irrigation has done for demonstration of the possibilities of
217
for
1:,'s and li"Oduced 5,500,000
Carlsbad and the New Mexican refers the Carlsbad project. There are bet- - j
tc-while
Colorado produced more
the
of
at
because
to it not only
tons,
prophesy
opportunities at present than
it, gives of progress in New Mexico's; any time in the past and without the, than 13,500,000
tons and employed
irrigated valleys m particular, but uncertainties of a new and untried! more than 14,500 men for 212 days.
what it indicates will be the result in country.
Schools, rural delivery of
The total production of the United
and around Santa Pe in particular dur- - mail, stations, power lines, telephone
was 415,842,000 tons and the
is
Fe
Santa
for
are
few
conveniences
next
lines,
etc.,
the
years,
already States
ing
number of hands employed 690,000 for
Jhe center of several very important established.
withbuilt
be
to
"The
is
Carlsbad
not
by
195 days. In the big record for Pennproject today
irrigation projects,
the government, but, by private enter- out question a good place to live and sylvania given above only the bitumiprise. From Embudo to the north to make a living."
nous coal fields are included, the' anPena Blanca on the south, half a dozem
thracite fields having employed even
big iirigation systems on the Rio FIRST POP GUN IN LEGISLATIVE
more men, or 173,000, who produced
CAMPAIGN.
Grande and its tributaries are to reThe
first
cammore
of
in
fertile
the
acres
than 83,000,000 tons of anthragun
claim almost. 100,(1011
legislative
land tributary to this city, the plant- paign in Union county lias been fired. cite coal, so that in Pennsylvania
ing of which into crops will lead in ad- C. W. Hubbard, editor of the Des there were employed in the coal mines
dition to the reclamation of another Moines Swastika, has stopped boldly
340,0iai people supporting a population
100,000 acres by dry farming or pump- to the front and has thrown down the
of more than a million. Says Edward
ing, so that with the area already un- glove to the gangsters, the plutocrats,
der cultivation, there will be tributary and all the others who believe in W. Parker in the Mineral Resources
to Santa Fe alone as much land in pro- things as they are while Editor Hub- of the United States in 1908, soon to
ductive farms as there was in all of bard is an adherant of the things that be published:
in"The history of the
New Mexico in the census year of ought to be. Editor Hubbard is more
than an "amoosin"' cuss, he is a man dustry in 1908 was in marked contrast
1900. Says the Argus:
"To appreciate the progress that the of original ideas, he knows how to ex to that of the preceding year. During
Carlsbad project in southeastern New press them elegantly and al the same 1907 the production of both anthraMexico is making it is only necessary time forcibly. He suggests for in- cite and bituminous coal reached the
During
in highest point ever recorded.
io take a drive for a day from Carls-ha- stance the following innovation
the first ten months of 1907. or until
one
New
Mexico's statutes:
to Malaga and back by any
the panic started in October, the de
"Why wouldn't it lie a good idea for
that has known the country for some
mand in all parts cf (he United States
enSuperintendent Clark to have a law
years.
charac"Three years ago on such a. drive acted requiring all school children to had been of a
the
ter
and
to
seemed
be limproduction
one would see idle farm lands, dead have their vermiform appendixes amited only by the inability of the operfarm
that
vacant
houses,
dilapidated putated? Surely
great Napoleon ators to secure labor and
trees,
fences, all apparently forsaken and of Education will not allow such a tion facilities. In addition transportato this the
deserted and the land returned to a lliing as appendicitis to interfere with year 1907 was one of
general
peace
wathe success of our schools."
desert state. Two years without
the coal mining region.
throughout
cliown
Of
be.,t
The
Mi
work.
he
ter had done the
candidacy
speaks as There were few instances of labor dismate in the world and fertile valley follows:
affection and what, time was lost was
"The Amistad Herald nominates the not sufficient to
land were absolutely worthless withaffect the total proeditor of the Swastika as a candidate duction. In
out the priceless moisture.
comparison with the conwaters
the
for
the
territorial legislature in the ditions which existed in 1907 the rec"When on March 23, 1907,
of the Pecos river were again directed following words:
ord made in 1908 was in striking con"'The Herald takes pleasure in plac- trast. The most powerful
into the canals, the Carlsbad project
influence
arose as from the dead and entered ing before the people as a candidate was of course the effect of the panic
a new period of activity.
Irrigating for territorial representative from which began in October, 1907, and
ditches 'were put in order, the thirsty T'nion county C. W. Hubbard of the continued throughout the entire 32
land was given a quenching draft, the Des Moines Swastika. C. V. would, in months of 1908. Added to this there
plow turned the idle soil, and in a the estimation of the Herald, be a win- was in the organized states of the bifew days the newly planted
crops ner on. any ticket when once the peo- tuminous regions a general suspension
of operations on April 1, pending the
pushed their noses up to the smiling ple kne-- liim.'
"In reference to the above we will adjustment of the wage scale. In
Hiring sun. The dead trees came
down, fences were repaired, the va- say that if the people of Union county the anthracite region the agreements
cant houses become homes of indnstrU wuiit a representative'in the territorial which were made in 190G were for a
ous farmers
islature who will use his best ef- - period of three years, cr to March 31,
"N'ew settlors came and farm after! forts to guard what liberties they now 1909, so that there was no general susand wul exert himself to restore pension of mining among the anthrafarm was again brought under culti-ihavShade and fruit trees wove some of the liberties that have been cite workers. A thiid unfavorable invation.
fluence was the protracted drought fh
vet out, alfalfa fields planted, new taken from them, we would be willing
eastern and middle states, which
the
to
to
do
the
the
of
and
go
The
built.
legislature
improvehomes
spirit
began
early in the summer and lasted
we
could. But. if they want a repment was abroad in the land. The best
well into the winter months. In the
in
who
will
wire
A
seat
resentative
sit
his
like
single
roads were improved.
southwestern states of Arkansas, Kanparty telephone line was built through a chucklehead, sneeze whenever some sas and Oklahoma, the coal
producto
of
the
takes
since
snuff,
high
has
grown
mogul
party
the country, that
tion was influenced less by the finanten wires and yet unable to accommo- and vote for every fool bill that comes cial conditions than
by the
date the farmers' business. An elec- along, then we are not the fellow they tion of coal with fuel oil and competinatural
for.
are
built.
been
also
looking
line
has
tric power
gas, which has been developed through
to
more
"We
will
about
have
say
"A drive throti-- h Carlsbad project
tne bringing in of the
October 1, 1900, shows a remarkable this matter later on so that the peo- and Louisiana fields. A short cotton
change.
Every lateral ditch is run- ple may know just what kind of an crop, and consequently lessened de
are insurgent we would be in the New mand from ginning
f
.ill
of water. Irrigators
ning
establishments, al
Mexico legislature."
to
alfalfa
water
fields,
the
so adversely affected the coal producdistributing
New Mexico has had in its day rep- tion of these states.
to alfalfa newly planted, to land to be
"It is to be noted that, cf the 30
prepared for winter oats and other- resentatives in the legislature who
grains. Men and teams are busy cut- were reformers, cranks, visionaries states and territories which produced
ting and bailing hay, harvesting kaffir an(j who came to Santa Fe with the coal in 19.7 and 190S there were only
corn, sorghum and other feed crops, j(ea 0f ripping up things fore and aft, three in which increased production
The cotton is being picked and hauled but were scared as mice within a was shown in the latter year, the exto the gins. On the road we meet load week, and were never heard of or from ceptions beig California, Oregon and
after load of hay, "pea green" alfalfa, afterwards, but Editor Hubbard, will Texas. The increase in the first two
cotton going to the gins, corn and undoubtedly be an exception; he would were unimportant. Tne increase in
other feed stuffs. People in carriages make his mark high and would gain a Texas was due in part to the continued decrease in the production of pc- pass and autos whiz by. The contrast permanent place in legislative annals
trolenni, and to the prosperous con
same
roads
three
on
whose
as
statesman
the
as a construcitve
is striking
ditions which prevailed in that state,
after
drive
cause
hour
could
the
one
would
ideas
and
ago
eloquence
years
Utah was exceptional in that it showcow-hoan
occasion
to
follow
meet
hour and only
majority to fall over itself
a decrease of 5.18 per cent in th'3
his lead in enacting a law to admit no ed
of coal
but an inquantity
"Last season many thousand fruit child in school unless its vermiform crease of 5.39 per produced,
cent in the value of
removed.
been
had
treeg were set out, largely peach, pear, appendix
the output. Massachusetts in 1908 ap'
and apple and some grapes, all of the
pears for the first time as a coal pro
European or California varieties. This
According to the Raton Range it ducer, a small quantity (50) tons of
season the planting of trees and cost the county of Eddy $194 to trans- lignite having been mined in Vinegrapes will be very heavy.
port one boy from Carlsbad to Spring- yard Haven for local use during that
"Alfalfa planting has been very ex- er. The boy was taken to Santa F e year. Of the total decrease of
shcrt tons in the productio'i
tensive thi3 season, about 2500 acres with a number of prisoners for th ;
and therefore the sheriff, of bituminous coal approximately 3)
penitentiary
and
summer
been
seeded
this
having
per cent, or 18,061,478 short tons, wa ?
fall. There are now about 7000 acres it is to be presumed, charged for
only the mileage trom Santa F 3 in the quantity of coal made int )
In alfalfa. The demand for hay, howtown. Under th 5 coke."
to
ever, increases more rapidly than the lawthe Colfax county
was a proper
the
cf
$194
charge
production and hay is selling today
to the taxpayer it seems Ilk ?
but
one,
The death of .Mrs, Thomas B. Catin Carlsbad at $18.00 a ton.
a big sum. It is one of the weaknessron has brought sorrow
to the
"Among field crops planted this sea- es of the fee and mileage system that
community in which she was much beson are. kaffir corn, cotton, sorghum, the officer benefiting
thereby, whether loved and in whose welfare she took
broom corn. They have all made good Democrat
or Republican,
always an active Interest. The New Mexican
The demand for feed Is so charges the limit. It also explains will let others
crops.
speak of her charm
great that kaffir corn has already been why in many counties tne candidate of manners, her vivaciousness, her insold at ?30.00 an acre in the shock in for sheriff - or some other office
tellect and culture, but It would like
..
the field.
with fees instead of an ade- the people of the
city to remember
"The tendency is towards smaller quate salary, can afford to spend sev- that she was to the fore many times'
farms and better tillage. Some fruit, eral thousand dollars on a campaign in projects of public improvement.
some alfalfa, a few acres of corn and to have himself elected.
that she gave freely of her means," of
other field crops, a few cows, chickher talents, and of her energy to the
ens, garden, etc., will make a living
Halley's comet will pass across th? work of the Woman's Board of Trade
and a good margin of profit on forty to face of the sun on May 18 of next and other agencies for the public
eighty acres with the work well dis- year, so. it Is announced by astrono- good and that she did charity in a
tributed over the entire year, escaping mers. If astronomers could as defi- quiet way among the poor and needy1
the rush of a one crop country.
nitely predict the passage of the en- - of the community, In whose hearts
"In short, so much has already been abling act, their services would be she has erected for herself a monii
accomplished since the water became much in demand by New Mexico poli- - ment more noble than of granite or
marble.
,
available from the new irrigation ticians at present.
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PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Attorney-at-Law- .

Santa F

OF SANTA FE.

E. C. ABBOTT,

Practice in the District and Su
preme Courts. Prompt and carefi:!
attention given io all business.
Santa Fe
New Mexico

- $150,000
Capita! Stock,
Surplus and Undivided Profits, 75,000

RENEHAN & DAVIES.
. P. Davtes,

A. B. Renehan,

Attorneys-at-Law-

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all mirkets for its customer.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any moiey transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
par cent per annum, on six months' or years time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
I be bank executes all orders of its patrons in the
banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
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CHARLES F. EASLEY,
Attorney-at-Law- .
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HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
Attorneys-at-Law-
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Practic in the District Courta as
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HOTEL

Trial-da-

G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counsel
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.

GEORGE w, BARBER,
Attorney and Counsel
Practices in the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business.
Lincoln County
New Mexico
'

VtinM

n6w Mexico

Offices: Raton, N. M., and
Colorado.

WASHINGTON AVENUE

,

Taos

the West
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Attorney-at-Law- .

Mining and Land Law.

Attorneys-at-Law-
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WILLIAM McKEAN,
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J. E. LACOME,
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Attorneys and
Office:
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New Mexico

VOLNEY HOWARD,
and Counseler at Law
Practices in all courts of Territory
Speaks Spanish.
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Santa Fe, N. M.
G.

Proprietor
Conunodiacs Sample
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(Late Surveyor General)

record-breakin-

hin-sel-
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Practice in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron Block- Santa Fe
New Mexico-

H. M. DOUGHERTY,
Attorney-at-Law- .
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Long Distance Telephone Station.

EDWARD C. WADE,

Steam Heated: Electric

TUfi

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before th U. S.
Surveyor General tnd U. S.' Land
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a Good One,
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,. Attorney-at-Law- .
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Offices.
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New Mexico

C. W. G. WARD,

AMERICAN

Las Vegas
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XHE

New Mexico

W. A. FLEMING

HOTEL

JONES,
Bonds and Investments.
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
It- - Cruces
New MexJo
Eastern and local bank references.

XLrst Class Esstaiaraiit in.
RATES 50c and up
G. LUPE HERRERA Prop,
OPEN Day & Night
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Territorial District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora counties.
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H. R. PUTNAM,
U. S. Court Commissioner
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LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
Correspon .ents asking Information
concerning the Territory of New Mexico promptly answered
. . New Mexico
Texico
,

Draftsman.
Copies furnished of records on file
U. S. Surveyor General's Office.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Notary Public.
Santa Fe
New tlexlco
Office with the New Mexican Print,
ing Company.

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRJCE
FROM NOW
ON UNTIL

CHRISTMAS

BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA Ftfi
Don't

ral
to

Call
and
I aspect

Excellent

Assortments of

Burned Leather Goods
Burned Wooden Placques
II Kinds of i rawn Work
I eatner Pillows Tops

Many-other-

R. W.. WITTMAN,

OSTEOPATHY
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
Successfully treats acute and chronic
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No charge for consultation. Office:
No. 103 Palace avenue. Hours: & to
12 a. m., and 2 to 5 p. m. 'Phone 156.

,

articles
that
attract

MILLINERY

LADIES
,

Why

?

nototd'r

HAT
THANKSGIVING
NOW While the Line is YET
Complete. Fur, Beaver. Movie
and Felt Shares to Selfct from
as well mvpretty F1SK HAT

you

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CANDELARIO
301-30- 3

San Francisco St.

Proprietor

Santa Fe, N,M.

ALL READY TO WEAR
,
MISS A MUGLER;
;

.THE MILLINERY STORE
.

SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
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PERSONAL MENTION

THRIFTEC0N0MYHAPP1NESS
dollars saved each month by the industrious
wager earner or frugal Housewife means Health,
Wealth, Happiness and Home Co in fort.
A few

Contractor August Reinijai't left 1)
day for Taos on a ljtisintsri trip.
Dr. Clayton Patch of Chicago, is n
visitur in town riuirteie,l at the Palace.
C. O. shav, a Chicago
traveling
at the
man. is in town stopping
Claire.
V. J. (Jray, a traveling man from
Denver, is in town stopping at the
Palace.
,1. E. MeKenzie, a traveling man,
from St Louis, is stopping
at the
Claire.
II. A. Morgan, of Denver, is anions
the traveling men stopping at the
Palace.
John P. Wagner returned last night
f loin a uiii to Kansas City and other
ea.vtern points.
P. B. Tolles of Denver, who has
heeii in the city on legal business returned home today.
C. VY. Anderson, a St Louis traveling man, arrived last night taking
quarters at the Palace.
San Francisco
Abe Spiegelberg,
street merchant, left today for a
week's visit to El Paso.
C. E. Lewis, a traveling man from
Denver, is in town selling pickles. He
is quartered at the Claire.
President U. Franklin Flick of the
United Suites Bank and Trust Coin-- I
pany returned today from Chicago,
E. Jelinnek, a wool buyer from Philj
adelphia, is in town on a business
visit. He is stopping at. the Claire.
A. Weiler, a New York traveling
man, is in town calling on the merchants. He registered at the Palace.
Harry G. Wilson of Chicago, is in
town representing the American Book
Company. He is a guest at the Palace.
J. S. Hatcher of Pagosa Springs, a
brother-in-laof Leo Hersch, the local
grain man, is in town on his way south
on a business trip.
; William
.1. Kennedy
and daughter,
Margaret of Denver, are in the city
visiting Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Hansen

DOLLAR will start aSAVING ACCOUNT
with this Hank.

ONE

In the gme of life every cellar saved
scorea.

a point

is

ONIIED STATES BANK & TRUST CO'

SANTA FE, N. M.
CAPITAL $50,000
DIRECTORS
OFFICERS

G.

FLICK, President.

G. FRANKLIN

FRANKLIN FLICK

W. S. DAVIS.

W. S. DAVIS. Cashiei.

N. B. LAUGHLIN

W. E. GRIFFIN. Asst. Cashier.

J.

B. LAMY

R. H. HANMA

FREDERICK MULLER

UN HER FA PES

FUiiMTIHI

HARDWARE

The Place WILSON RANGES
INLAID LINOLEUMS
PAINTERS' SUPPLIES

x

10

Special

flUJ

CHAIRS OF ALL KINDS

West Water street.
J. F. Douglas and Charles 1. Zirkle
of Garden City, Kansas, are in town
fcr the purpose of buying sheep. They
are guests at the Claire.
J. W. Casaus, of Santa Rosa, arrived in town Saturday, coming to
on

Charles Wagner Furniture Co.

Nho?is

Rh.??s

place his son in St. Michael's College.
He is a guest at the Claire.
H. B. W'aha and H. H. Pooler, lecal
forest service men, returned on Saturday from a trip to Albuquerque.
They are guests at the Palace.
W. S. Dearstyne, of Denver, representative of a large paper concern, is
in town cn a regular visit He is making headquarters at the Palace.
F. H. Gournoe, of Chicago, auJitoi-fo- r
the Western Union Telegraph
on official busiCompany,, is
ness. He is stepping at the Claire.'

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Calarada
.

flatioaal Life

Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A. M,
tanta Fe,

GERGEl E, Manager for New Mexico.
N. M.

Catron

Territorial

Block

Have you visited the VAI.LKY RANCH this year? If not why not?
Are you aware that the VALLKY RANCH buildings have been remolded at
great expense and offer the test of home comforts with splendid board?
Are you aware that the biggest trout catch on the Pecos this j ear ;wns
made by a Santa Fe man at VALLEY RANCH? The fishing season closes
October 15th.
Are you aware that the grouse!and quail season opens Oct. 1st., deer Oct
15th.,? All game plentiful around VALLKY RANCH this Year,
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH? oas the best tennis court and
dancing floor in the territory.

Pamphlet and. all laafomaatloru

F. MILLER, Mgr.

i

Which are You Paying For?
The Big Load or the Little Load.

IV
r

If you have an ordinary heater you arc buying the big load of soft coal
where the small load would be sufficient fuel to produce the same
amount of heat in the

ti

WILSON HE.ATE.K.
in

The celebrated Hot Blast Down Dm ft

1

the Wil
con tbustion and the burnable fumes which escape in other heaters are
consumed in the Wilson,' so that every shovelful ot coal in
the Wilcon Heater will produce 40 per cent more heat than
the same amount of coal in other healers.
No one likes to waste money why throw away 40 per
cent on every dollar you spend for fuel.
--

vI

233
'Governor Curry arrived in Tukirosa. Tlitu'Fday evening and spent yesterday looking after business affairs
and meeting old friends. Judge A. B.
Fall was also down from Three Rivers
in his auto and accompanied the governor 011 his rounds of inspection. A
tri: was made up toward Mescalero
which lends strength to surmises that,
the Mescalero road and the question
of water for irrigation is receiving
the governor's attention. The opportunities for developing
water and
electric power are the best in the
county and we hope some good will
result from this visit." Tularosa
Valley Tribune.

-

VALLEY RANCH, N. M

&

Fire-Su-

Bonds

rety

INSURANCE
E A L E S TAT
Ranch

II

E

(Git j &

-

County Commissioner

WATSON & COMPANY

XTaoae Bed 189

Cation IBlcclr

Sa.ja.ta. X"e,

CORRICK CARRIAGE

T,

i

CO.

120 San Francisco St.

Call op 132 Black for Carriages.

J

NOW IS THE TIME

The Goldberg
PHONE

203

Cleaning and Pressing Establishment
BLACK

208

WEST PALACE AVE

AH

be

duplicated
forvalje in this or tny
city,

Hose

have b en" pushing this popular advertise d
brand f jr two years end our confidence is such
that we can conscience usly reconmeud lien.

w!.

25c. 35c; tint 50c,

W. N. T0WNSEND

& CO.

THE RACKET STORE.
The most complete line
and notions
tanr.y.....Goods
i
oe

hus'ness
ffiOur
toftiln less than

iouna in tne territory

has donbkd

yeirs.

t--

There must be a cause.

as
If You want the latest thing in

IES

Call at the

a Moda Millinerv

,

OF INTEREST TO LADIES

In

Have also just received a full line of
"RnVfll" FLOSSES & EMBROIDERY SILKS
iluJai and all kinds of ART EMBROIL).

1909 Crop

ERIE

RAISINS,

y

and NOVELTIES.

:

:

:

NFW GOODS ARRIVING EVERY DAY

CURRANTS
CITRON

Phone Black 78

PRUNES

Citron Block.

PEARS

Evaporated

a

peaches
A RICO

rs

ORANGE PEEL

Also Jfiw, 1909 Crcp
English Walnuts

DIAMONDS
g

Right Prices
Right Goods
P Right Service

&

Almonds

I

.

3

To have that SUIT cleared, pressed and put in good shape
we will do H 1
lor iau wear.
Wo will ciarge RIGHT.

In

IrieJ Fruit Koi

cannot

Ladies

We

KSH 8

!

Hack & Hus Line
,

I. Sparks and
Winters have returned from a
trip to the southern part of the county where they inspected their mining
properties. They found everything in
splendid condition. The men at the
mines are preparing to mill the ore
about November the 20th. The mines
being worked are the Gold Standard
and the Gold Coin. Sparks and Winters expect to make another trip very
shortly.
Judge Robert M. Foree will leave
this evening for Kentucky where after
arranging business affairs he will
leave fcr Santa Fe In the near future
going thence to Nevada where he has
Interested himself In a big gold mine j
proposition. Mrs. Foree and daughter
will remain in Santa Fe for the winter. Judge Foree is much pleased
with the signsof evident progress and
improvement he sees on every side in
Santa Fe but says that the streets
should be asphalted or macadamized
to prevent the dust which is at present annoying residents.
"Professor A. K. Adams was a
guest of Socorro friends Wednesday!
and Thursday. On the latter day he
addressed a large number of the stud-ents of the School of Mines on 'The'
Opportunity for Mining Men in Gov-- :
ernment Work.' The address was list-- '
ened to with a great deal of interest
and was much appreciated: Prcfes-- I
sor Adams is himself now connected
with the government land department.
He has just been transferred from.
Santa Fe, where he had been station-- ,
ed for some time, to Phoenix, Ari- zonna." Socorro Chieftain.
T. Z.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS CALL ON OR ADDRESS

C- -

Me

Enterprise.

Property)
100 Acres tn the P cos Valley, tvo. Miles From
:; '":
Roswell i :
: : ; : : : : :
2000 Acres in the Rio Grande Valley.

O

THE BURSONJ Hose at
we effer them

Roswell, X. M., Xov. 8. The case
of the Littlefield
Cattle Company
against the Santa Fe Railway Company fcr $27,000 for failure to deliver
200 stock cars at Kenna, X. M., in
the fall of 1907, ended at Hersford
by plaintiffs receiving judgment from
the jury for $11,215.55.
Millionaire J. P. White, the manager of the cattle c :iv?i!?y. and his
attorney, K. K. Scott, and W. A.
Dunn of Roswell, returned here Saturday night. White was also represented by Attorney J. A. Templetcn
of Fort Wcrth.
The Santa Fe was represented by
Madden and Truelove, of Amarillo,
and Carl Gillard of Hereford.
The case was fought Utterly for five
days and the verdict is against the
following roads of the Santa Fe system: Eastern Railway of Xew Mexico; Athchison, Topeka & Santa Fe;
Pecos Valley & .Northeastern, and the
Pecos River railroad, and Southern

o.

Loans-L- ife

Ladies tha price

ROSWELL CATTLEMEN GET
VERDICT IN TEXAS.

C. V.

:

Santa Fe Hardware anfl

Safford returned yesterday noon from
a visit to Albuquerque, where he
spent several days on official business.
"Hon. H. O. Bursum returned to
his Socorro home two or three days
ago from a short stay at. his sheep
ranches in the Oscuras." Socorro
Chieftain.
Mrs. M. A. Gold and daughter. Miss
Rebecca Gold, are in Santa Fe from
Los Angeles, Calif., visiting local
friends. They are on their way to
Clinton, Mo.
Captain of Mounted Police Fred
Fornoff returned this morning from Albuquerque, with J. X. Broyles, the
banker convict, who was in the Duke
City to testify at a trial.
A. Staab returned last night, to Kansas railroad.
Santa Fe after being away cn a four
months trip to Europe. He spent
most of his time at Carlsbad, Austria,
and at Wildungen Waldeck, Germany.
H.
As a result of the trip he is very
CO.
much benefited in health.
"Mrs. R. A. Ford, wife of Adjutant
General Ford, who is at present at
THE LEADING
Fort Bayard, on a leave of absence, arrived in the city Tuesday from an exGBOCERS,
tended visit with relatives and friends
in the east and is a guest of Mr. and
Mrs. C. C. Shoemaker."
Silver City

The Valley Stanch

J- -

Traveling Auditor

!

I

We Now Ilave Every Thing
Necessary For Fruit Cake

yjweo.
THOME 2B.

345 San

WATCHES
1

MANUFACTURER OF

MPXICAN Pll ir.DCe

J1WELRY

E

yet Tested and

Fitted by Up-tDate Methods

Cut Glass, China and Silverware
Francisco St
SANTA FE,

iKRISI!lin

U

jj
H

N. M.

HUBBS LAUNDRV COMPANY

"OUR WORK IS BEST"
Our Specialty Good
W. II.

SB?

J, C. YONTZ

Rrr AztPanLa

Fe

Work and Prompt Servxt:
Pnone

122

R

d

$
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Claire.

Comoaof.

Railway

: McKonzie, St.

Louis: J. W.
Cusau; , Santa Rosa; F. II. Gaurnoe,
Chicago; C. K. Lewis, Denver: F. E.
Walker, Denver; E. .lelinnek, Philadelphia: James C. BurUe, Chicago; O. G.
Shaw. Chicago; .1. F. Douglas, Charles
1.
ZirUle, Garden
City, Kan.: Ben
Hi rick fa den, Las Vegas; Eugene
San Marcial.
.i.

Pacific

HEALS
OLD SORES

HOTEL ARRIVALS

k

Si, Louis Rocky ML

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1909.

required to he of any specific height
or weight.
Applicants for the postofiice service
are required to he physically sound
and in good health. The postoffice department has advised the commission
that no person who is defective in any

Every old sore is an external symptom of a dppraved or polluted condition of the blood. These festering places on the flesh are kept open and
in a state of irritation because the circulation is continually discharging into of the following-name- d
particulars
them the impurities and morbid matters with which it. is filled. This pol- will be appointed in Ihe postoffice s
luted condition of the blood may be the remains of some constitutional
Hunchbacks, persons having
trouble; the effect of a long spell of sickness, which has left the blood stream defective hearing, sight, or speech;
or because the natural refuse of the body, which
weak and
in one eye;
should pass off through the propor avenues, has not all been eliminated persons blind
d
or
persons, or
External treatment may
and has been absorbed into the circulation.
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those
arms or legs, or
blood
is
cause
the
over
to
the
but
crippled
not
scab
2
having
made
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No
From
place
temporarily,
any
vtllt3 Krorn
No i.
V. J. Gray.
W. E. Smith, Antonito:
STATIONS.
DAILY
Katoa
Dbs Moines
HAII.Y
purer by such treatment, and soon the sore will return or break out at those suffering from asthma or hernia.
Denver: H. H. Waha, H. H. Fooler, another place and be as bad or worse than before. S. S.S. heals old sores Applications from persons who have
Harry G. Wilson, Chicago; by removing every particle of impurity from the circulation. It. goes down any of the physical defects nirntioned
6 30 p. m, Denver;
49
S M Arr,
0
Lv. Des Motnei,
00 a. tn.
I
to the very bottom of the trouble and so completely changes the circulation
15
46
6
"
Lv
in.
p.
4
Rumaldo.
13 11 a. m.
Clayton Patch, M. D., Chicago; A. that there
ti
4 55 p. m.
" Dedman
is no longer any impurity to drain through the sore, but the will bo canceled, unless such persons
11
10 $5 a. in.
G.
New
John
Weiler.
York;
m.
4
35
Levas,
'
p.
16
once
10 53 a. ill.
more nourished with rich, healthful blood. S. S. S. heals the are honorably
is
(Japulln
discharged United
place
4 26 p. in.
29
" Vigil
20
H. A. Morgan, Denver; W. sore from the bottom, the skin
Silver
II 05 a. n
City:
its natural color, and when S.S.S. States soldiers or sailors, entitled to
24
3
55
regains
ui.
p.
26
11 2) a. m
Taompson
.1
(i
3 30 p. m. S.
18
61
Deaistyne. Denver; C. V. Ander- has thoroughly e'eansed and purified the blood the place is permanently preference under section 1754, Rev.
Ounulnghain
U w a. m.
2 55 p. ra.
17
heaJed. Book on Sores and Ulcers and any medical advice free to all who Stat. United States.
Ollfton H ise Junction "
11 2) p. m.
a
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2
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p
Arr
12 43 p. in.
Arr.
'me- RATON N
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12 25 p. m.
Lv.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
Coronado.
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Married women will not he admitted
"
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7
Lv.
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Ollfton House Junction
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L. A. Mock. Moriarty: Pedro Miera,
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to this examination.
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This prohibition,
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to divorced
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Santa
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Company at
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OIMARRON N. M
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Basin, Wyo.; L. E. Weaver, nig an intrusive dyne several nunureu that large deposits of ore have been selves.
Smith,
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N. M.
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feet wide; and the limestones dip to located.
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Nast
,. 10 p. m.
Torra nee.
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Harlan
7. 23 p. ra.
This examination is open to all citthe west from the line of contact.
7 00 a. in.
69
I"
94
Ute Park
7. 45 p. ra.
izens of the United States who comply
Schists occur in the porphyry a short EXAMINATION FOR CLERKS
east of this vein. This conAND CARRIERS. with the requirements.
Connects with E. P. A ii. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Dawion, N.
which may be called a contact
vein,
From the eligihles resulting from
M., 6:15 p. m.
tact fissure, shows on the surface a Will Be Held at Santa Fe on Decem- this examination it is
N.
123
M.,
No.
W.
E.
4
.
train
Dawson,
P.
with
leavlnp,
Ry.
expected that
t Connect!
mile from south to north, following
ber 8, by Local Civil Service
certification will be made to existing
1:55 a. m.
of the ridge.
Board.
and future vacancies.
Deposits of Iron Ore Near Hanover' the strike of the summit
f Stage for van Houten, N. M., mtets trains at Preston, N. M.
shallow openings or pros- - A renort on the iron ore of the Han
Numerous
follows:
Des
Moines
from
is
C. 4. S. Passenger trains arrive and depart
For application blanks, i
holes were made several years
over district, in Cranr county. New
There being only one unemployed to applications, and further informa-eligibl- e
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH BOUND
all
discoveries,
the
original
Mevicn. which have been worked nl- on the local civil service list tion
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, :0 a. m.
api)lication should be mad ((
owing oxidized copper ores, a lineal for the postoffice, the United States
most continuously since LS99, has been
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7, :12 p. m.
Charles
J. Parsons at the Santa Fe v
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from
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civil service commission announces M., postoffice, or the
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ical survey, forming a chapter in the
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ft S. at Des Moines, E. P ft 8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron
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for
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report
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron,
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to the hour of
is a vertical shaft, the depth of which ofBce
undersigned
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by Sidney Paige,
Rayado, Aurora and
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not certain as it has an accumubusiness on November 30, 1909.
who discusses
the
Clerks in offices of the first, and sec- - closing
Ut Park. N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo vey geologists,
of waste and makes too much mif) iIii.t. niirl no rvi oit in tTn "if- flu.
lation
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Elizabethtown,
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and
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district
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geology
6eco, Arroyo Hondo. Baldy,
belcw the
to
water
11th
operations
Cicil Service District,
permit
Secretary
lyses of the ores and statistics of pro- 150 foot level. At the surface the vein livery service are divided into six
Questa, Ranches d Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
Col- JJenve1'
sal-as
duction.
follows: First grade,
W. A. GORMAN,
J. van HOUTEN;
carried five feet of ore, and at the 150 grades,
e. J. DEDW !N,
$GH0; second grade, salary $800;
The
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area
Hanover
feet.
ten
over
the
to
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it
level
foot
V- PassAgent mountainous region lying between The ores were mostly oxides and car-- third grade, salary $900; fourth grade, DOLLS ARE RULED
Ores, and Gen Wgr- GenSupsrintemdsnt
N.
$l,-- j
N, M. Gila river on the north, the desert on
RATON.
N
NOT TO BE TOYS.
JA.
RTON,
RVTON,
donates of copper, averaging 12 per salary' $1,000; fifth grade, salary
.
the south, and Mimbres river on the cent copper; although at the lower 100; sixth grade, salary $1,200. Clerks'
offices will
east. It is drained by a southward-- ' workings copper sulphides begin to and carriers at first-clas- s
Washington, Nov. 8. Dells are just
flowing stream with many mountain show in the form cf chaleopy riles, be promoted successively to the fifth dolls an(, nof Qyf. at
aceordin? t(J
ofa declsion of the treasurv departmenr
tributaries, which in times of heavy' At the 150 foot level a large chamber grade, and carriers at second-clas- s
rainfall becomes a raging torrent but of ore. 10 feet by 20 feet by 12 feet flees will he promoted successively to Therebv importers are saved the dif- whose waters after passing beyond the was stoped out, and levels were run the fourth grade.
ference between 33 per cent and GO
'
,
All promotions of both clerks and
mountain border are lost in the desert ' each way in the vein, tne one to the
t
r
valnrpm dlH
The ore ex- - carriers will he made at the beginning
northwest improving.
sands. Thi stream carries a lar-rIt
been a weighty subject with
has
amount of det vital material and the traded from this shaft was hauled of the quarter following the expiration the customs officers at
New York and
60 of a year's service in the next, lower
general lack of trees and shrubs facil- in wagons to Las Cruces over
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grade.
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ers. The trouble all arose from a too
to smelters, and is said to have ceuj upon evidence satisfactory to the
The topography of the district is ped
the shippers a little over $17,- postoffice department of the efficiency sparing use of periods in framing the
shown in detail on the Santa Rita spec- brought
in the new tariff law gov000.
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dolls
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water, wcrk ceased. The present in tnp preceding year. When a clerk
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or carrier fajis ot promotion because
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bank and associates of El Paso, have of unsatisfaciory service he mav be also are held to be taxable at only 35
tier cent. Collector Loeb found an inThe geologic relations are fairly been for over two years having a
promoted at the beginning of the secsimple. A mass of igneous rock long adit or drainage tunnel driven ond quarter thereafter, or of any sub- voice of decorated china dolls the
TO THE EAST & NORTH
(quartz diorito porphyry) has intrud- - from the eastern base of the hill west-e- sequent puarter, on evidence that his other day and he sought light.
"Are dolls composed of china, porce- limestone and other sediments of. ward toward the bottom of the old record has been
satisfactory during
Now in effect Via
Carboniferous age. In a part of the shaft, which at present is in over 800
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Kl Paso Texas,
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ui wiiaiever material composed, are
Conner stains. The. water that seens an hour. Such
auxiliary employees,
The iron ores comprise both hard from u has a
stror)g sulphllr flavor. however, are required to work not less subject to the lower rate, though toys
and soft ores. Of the former there It is the sallle matrix in which the
"come higher."
are three large lenticular masses and rich copper ores are found in the than two hours daily, and may serve
numerous outcrops that appear to Santa Rita, New Mexico, mines and as substitutes. They are eligible for
appointment, as clerks and carriers of
have the same mode of occurrence. many other copper mines, and the
soft ore occurs at several places dications are favorable to enrichment the first grade.
Substitutes are paid at the rate of 30
along the contact between the igneous as it hears the contact vein. The
MASONIC.
and sedimentary rocks. The iron con- - mine is at an elevation of 6,500 feet cents an hour when serving for absent
tent is estimated by Mr. Paige to aver- above sea level and there are some clerks and carriers, and they are eliMontezuma Lodge No.
age between 53 and 57 per cent. The patches cf pine to the north. Several gible for appointment as auxiliary eni- 1. A. F. & A. M. Refollowing theory of the genesis of the spiings and water exist around the ployees and as clerks and carriers of
gular,
communication
ores is tentatively present el: "On mines. Three miles north are other the first grade.
first Monday of eac
Stations in British Columbia, California, Idaho,
The examination will consist of the
coming to place, the heated magma, copper mines in the line of contact,
54...
month
at
Masonls
by solutions probably above the criti- and indeed this copper belt extends subjects mentioned below, weighted
Montana, Nevada, Oregon, and Washington.
Hall at ?:30 p. m.
cal temperature of water, impregnated north 40 or 50 miles to the Oscurcs. as indicated:
J. A. MASSIE.
certain strata of the surrounding 4o
'
Subjects.
Weights.
u
i
ri
Worthy Master.
rocks. Adjustments, due to cooling of
1. Spelling (twenty words of averALAN . McCORD, Secretary.
the porphyry, to possible volume posits of lead ores are found. The
10
common
in
age
use)
difficulty
San Andreas range on its eastern side
changes in the intruded sediments, and
2. Arithmetic (simple tests in adSanta Fe Chapter No. 1,
to grkavity, served to make of the con- is well mineralized and could furnish
dition, subtraction, multiplication,
R- A. M.
tact zone a favorable locus of super-- j an immense tonnage of low grade
Regular
and division of, whole numbers,
Via
heated gases. Magnetite, a mineral cres, if a railroad were built from' common and decimal
second Monday o
fractions,
El Paso northward along and parallel
each
which
several investigators have to the east side.
at Masl
20
and United States money)
The original White
fiterfc Hall atmonth
shown might be precipitated from iron Oaks
7:30 p. m.
3
not
Letter
of
letter
writing (a
'
preliminary survey and
C. J. CRANDALL, H. P.
silicates by reactions with lime, col- a morerailroad
less than 125 words on some sub
RIO
recent one by the Colorado
ARTHUR
SELIGMAN. Secretary.
lected, replacing limestone,
filling Southern followed this line.
Comof
general interest.
ject
openings that have gradually grown,
select-eithe- r
two
of
may
petitors
Interest in Hecla Mine Sold Jos-- :
and replacing In part the porphyry
20
subjects given)
Santa Fe Comraandery No.
eph Rahey sold a half interest in his '
mass."
Hecla mine at Shakespeare, Grant 4. Penmanship (the handwriting
1. K. T.
Regular conclav
of the competitor in the subject
Complete statistics are not avail- county to J. A. Leahy, last week. The
fourth Monday in each
points.
of copying from plain copy will
able, hut the output from this district Hecla it is said to fit into the eighty-fiv- e
mnnth at Ma.nnf. CJ.Ii .a
since 1900 has been over a million
be considered with special refer7:30 p. m
group in good shape.
For farther Information make inquiry of
ence to the elements of legibility,
long tons. Most of the ore has been
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
Increase of Water in Nellie Bly
mined by open-cut- ,
methods and na- Mine About, ten
rapidity, neatness, general apPERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.
&
D.
W.
Superinago
days
T.
P.
P.
A.
H.
or
SHEA,
McBRIDE,
Agent,
IF.
tive labor is used almost exclusively.
20
pearance, etc.)
tendent Gilland found there was
A copy of Bulletin 3S0, containing much more water
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. I,
SANTA PR. N. M.
than usual in the 5. Copying from plain copy (a sim- Mr. Paige's report, can be had free by Nellie
')le test in copying accurately a
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Bly mine near Lordsburg, Grant
few Printed lines in the competi- applying to the Director of the Survey, county. He has been pumping once in
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meet
at Washington, D. C.
10 on the third
ten days, and keeping the mine dry.
tor's handwriting)
Monday of each month
Hembrillo Copper Mines The Hem-brill- o Wuen he went to
7:30 o'clock in the evening im
at
pumping at his usual 6. United'States geography (rela-tim- e
Notice for Publication.
Notice for Publication.
copper mines are in Hembrillo
tive to capitals, largest cities, riv- he found there was much more
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Homestead Entry (Serial 03907) No. canon, on the east side of the San water than usual in the lower levels
ers and other bodies of water,
(Homestead Entry No. 02G7.)
Scottish Rite Masons are corVisiting
Andreas mountains, New Mexico, and it took him several
8111.
to clear
and the location by states of
Department of the Interior,
days
invited
to attend.
dially
about. 35 miles west of Tularosa,
a it out. After it was
10
V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. Department of the Interior,
out he
prominent cities, etc.)
pumped
JOHN
W. MAYES, 32,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. station on the Rock Island railroad went into the lower level and found
November 1. 1909
Reading addresses (test in nothVenerable Master.
about.
and
100
miles
El
north
of
Paso.
that where it has been dry now there
October 27. 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Laura
HENRY F. STEPHENS 32,
ing with pen or pencil, on a printA wagon road connects
the mines were streams of water flowing in, as"
Notice is hereby given that Manuel
ed sheet of addresses, differences
Chase Allen, of Santa Fe, New Mexico
Secretary.
with Tularosa. This property consists though some one had
between the printed addresses
opened a faucet.
who, on July 15, 1908, made Home Martinez y Lujan, of Cowsprings, N. of eifcht full sized
con
claims
mining
Now he has to pump every second day
of M who, on October 11, 1904, made
and the written addresses' of
stead Entry No. 02C7, for SE.
8. P. O. E.
in a group so as to instead of once in ten
NE.
and Homestead Entry (Serial 03907) No. tiguously located
days. Where
of Sec. 3, and N
10
SE.
which they are a copy) .
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. a.,
cover the veins and mineralized the water comes from is a
Town
mystery.
NE.
8111, for southwest rpjarter, (SW
of Section 10,
SW.
holds its regular session on the see-onground having over 100 acres superDouble Steam Hoiet Installed The
Total
ship 1C N. Range 9 E., N. M. P. Meri Section 3, Township 14 N., Range 11 ficial area. Three strong veins out.....100
and fourth, Wednesdays of each
dian, has filed notice of intention to E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice crop on the surface,
Age limit, all positions, 18 to 45 month. Visiting brothers are Invite
in a Philadelphia Mining Company at Han
running
make final commutation proof, to es of intention to make final five year northerly and southerly direction. At over, Grant county, has completed in years. The age limits are waived, how- - and welcome.
DAVID KNAPP.
tablish claim to the land above de proof, to establish claim to the land the north end of the claims they 'are I sta,ling a doub,e steam hoist and two ever, in the cases of persons honor- Exalted Ruler.
100 horse power boilers. Next month, ably discharged from the
scribed, before Register or Receiver. above described .before the Register some distance apart, but as
military or J. D. SENA, Secretary.
they
mine is to be in full operation, naval service by reason of disability
V. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, New or Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at San course southward a distance
of 5,000 the
.1
vaclHnn f
Mexico, on the 4th day of December, ta Fe, New Mexico, on the 8th day of to 6,000 feet, they converge and form TVlFPe air Hrlllo wttl Via xurr?aA n .l
ti,
1909.
a
C"rred
01
in
t0
December, 1909.
lin
No!
' SaDta Fe
f dUty
one large lode. To this point of junc- ?m
.the
!rV b7Unk
2, Knights of
Lodge
feet.
Claimant names as witnesses:
are erecting
Claimant names as witnesses:
tion the exploration work is being diMale applicants for the postoffice Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
Juan Martinez, Luis Martinez, Jose rected as being the most likely locus various buildings and a cement water serivce must be at least 5 feet 4 inches
Chas. A. Siringo, Geo. S. Tweedy,
in month at 8 o'clock in I.
tank holding 20,000 gallons has been in heleht. in hare feet nnd 12K nnunHa Tuesdays hn oor,
Mrs. Minnie H. Byrd, Mrs. Katherine Maria Apodaca, Jose Angel, all of Cow- of large ore shutes.
nM
st vt-- u.
The main and central vein on which completed.
Patterson, of Santa Fe, N. M.
springs, New Mexico.
ln weight without overcoat and hat: ing Knights Invited to attend.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
. MANUEL R. OTERO,Chino Company Drilling The eight otherwise their applications will be
AUGUST REINGARDT. C. C."
(the principal work has been done has
a nearly vertical dlp( its western wall cyclone drills of the Chino Copper canceled. Female
Register.
Register.
K. STAUFFER, K. R. S.
JOHN
not
are
applicants
i
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at Raleigh.
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Soils of the United States Are
Not Becnming Exhausted,
Says Speaker.
Raleigh, X. C, Nov. 8. "The attractions of the cities, the rewards in
mining and manufacturing and other
lines of business for exceptional ability have tended to augment the city
business life at. the expense of the
farm life in the United States and
in consequence there has been ignorance and shiftless'ness in the care of
the soils, a depletion of the soil's fertility and lessening yields."
This opinion, which called attention
to the great need for increased agricultural population was expressed by
M. V. Richards, land and industrial
agent of the Southern railway, addressing the Farmers' National Congress here today. His remarks were
prophetic of the wonderful possibilities of American agriculture and tended to show the part the railroads had
played in giving the United States its
present rank in the markets of the
world.
Mr. Richards declared he was not
ne of those who feared that the United States would fall behind as an
agricultural country.
"The day is far off," he said, "when
we shall be unable to produce and at
prices which will enable us to
aoin mdlumfwytpaoin
pete in the markets of the world, our
share of grain, fruits and meats needed to feed mankind. We are steadily
advancing to the time when all our
soils shall be cared for properly and
their fertility retained; to a time
when our yields shall double anil
treble and old lands now neglected
and new lands in every section, shaD
come under profitable cultivation.
"The railroads have it to their credit that their work has developed
American agriculture to its present
enviable position and tuat in whatever
future development may come they
will play their part. Time and again
railroads have lowered rates from
one locality to another to develop new
markets for the farm products in their
territory. The railroads have been
active in settling new districts and
in the special development of agricultural lands which they serve."
Bad farming should become a thing
of the past, he declared if the national and state governments wculd
give a larger share of attention to
agricultural proolems and the general
extension of the scheme of agricultural education in the United States.
UNCLE SAM LEADS
IN CENSUS TAKING.
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FOR RENT.
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The price places it within reach of all. No family
too poor to have an Edison Phonograph. No family
is too rich to enjoy it. Nothing that
money can buy
will furnish a greater ranye of amusement for every
dollar invested.
Mr. Edison intended that his Phonograph should
be within reach of everyone.
He wishes to see it
in every home.
Prices range from $12.50 to
$125.00. No one can buy a Phonograph cheaper
than you can. No one should pay more for it.
The Edison Phonograph in your home would
give it something that it now lacks entertainment of
the best sort at a small cost, always available and
suited to everyone.
Do not forget these things. Remember that they
are found only in the Edison Phonograph, because no
other
machine is so perfect and
so faultless.
None other is made by the inventor of
the Phonograph idea as the Edison Phonograph is.
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room, bat
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FOK SAI.tC All househcld
furniture, cow, chickens, etc.. at 2 IS Aptia
Fria St.
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FOR RENT Furnished
rie light. Phone 2:',.

1

Thonograp h

population.
Check on Census Work.
The f ranters of the constitution put
a wise check upon the early census
authorities. They understood full well
that there would be a constant tendency to exaggerate population, by
every state, in the hope of increasing
To
its representation in Congress.
overcome this was one of the purposes
of making the direct taxes distributable in the same way as representation
in Congress. The state
which was
tempted to exaggerate its population
in order to get increased representation in Congress would find itself in
danger of having a larger direct tax
than was its share.
t
By paying the desire for a smaller
showing of population against the desire for the higher showing, they were
able to secure a true report. In late
censuses the direct tax provision has
lost its terrors, but such a careful
watch is kept upon the work of the

FARMERS

HELP

1;

l'a

4

OH Call OilOfQ
an

that there is not the slightest evidence that the fathers of the nation
ever thought it would amount to more
than a counting of noses. The other
matters of inquiry have all come as
incidentals of the main constitutional
inquiry as to population a sort of bycounts of
product of these
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sition of which the constitution makes
dependent upon population.
The act providing for the first census does not mention the fan that it
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WANTKD- - Position as stenographer-clby lady. References. Address
M.. care N w Mexican.
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rooms

Those desiring same phone Black
Reasonable terms; near Capitol.
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100.

FOR SALE A second-bausteam
boiler in good condition.
It will be
disposed of at very low price. Apply
to the New Mexican Printing Company.

j

Nation's Wealth.

j

LOST
here is much room for speculation
Gold
mounted amethyst
as to what t he figures will show as brooch, Thursday afternoon,
between
to the aggregate wealth of the nation. the Faslev
ami Dr. Wheel-on'If the industrial progress of the first
residence Kinder please return
four years of the present decade had and receive reward. ('. F. Faslcy.
cr ntintied unchecked to the end of the
enumerators that although there are
period, we would find ourselves a naBUSINESS CHANl'KS The latest
Edison Standard Records
35c.
many interests which would exaggertion with an aggregate wealth of more and best combination
Edison
peanut, popcorn
Amberol
Kecoids (twice as lonsi 50c.
ate population, the chances for doing
than $140,000,000,000.
Edison Grand Opera Records The increase and candy palace on earth, double
75c.
so are growing fewer with each recurprobably received a notable check in sales over any other machine. Address
There are Edison dealers everywhere. Go to the nearest and hear
the panic of 1907, and $125,000,000,000 Dad I!ole Mfg. Co.. Anmrillo, Texas.
ring decennial.
the Kdison Phonograph play both Ellison Standard and Amberol
Records. Get complete catalogs from your dealer or from us.
may more nearly approximate the
Population Too Small.
NATIONAL
grand total of till our wealth in 1910. . .WANTKD At once, reliable
PHONOGRAPH CO.. 75 Ukcide Ave.. Orange, N. J.
There was disappointment over the
repre-- ,
This is approximately
double
the sontative in this
showing of the first census.
Many
to
look
after
vicinity
wealth of the next richest nation in
thought it made the population too
renewals
new
and
subscriptions,
j
part
CIli
istendoin.
small, on the ground that it was sup- results were such as to compare favor - ' TALE CF PROGRESS
'or whole lime, for the fastest growing
In
manufacture-.if the rate of
posed to be for purposes of taxation. ably with anything that had gone be THAT CENSUS WILL TELL.
magazine in America. Liberal salary
progress that was shewn between and commissions. Live men and wo-- i
Thomas Jefferson unhesitatingly ex- fore. It was at this census that the
pressed his belief that it was erron- first attmept at mechanical tabulation Great Rivalry cf Cities and Towns 1900 an.l 1905 should be continued to men make $:;5 to $150 a month. Apthe end of the decade,
the results
eous, and as secretary of state notified was made. It was in the shape of a
now being made. Write
for Relative Rank Importance
ought to show an annual output val- pointments to Director
the representatives of the United laimng niaenme, wmcli was used
of Circulation,
immediately
0f
State
Population
ued at about $10,500,000,000.
withj
Wages HAMPTON'S
States abroad that the returns were goo-- results.
CO
West
MAGAZINK,
in
industries
paid
manufacturing
far short of the truth, and he was careNew York City.
35th
St.,
Movement Fails.
It is probable that the i:;th census ought to amount of
nearly $.",,000,000,-00ful to supply many omissions in red
A strong effort to obtain a
a year.
quinquen- will rredit the I'nited States, excluink. Subsequent events indicate that
ried over to the automobile industry
sive
with a popuFarm Statistics.
the first census was, as a matter of nial census was made in 1S75. Gen. lation cfof the Philippines,
and
ccuuted again in the value of the
00.000,000, an increase of
A highly interesting test cf the acfact, a very accurate one, and that the Grant lent the prestige of the presithere. From this it will he
output
over
1900.
of
the
record
curacy of the estimates of the depart , seen that the
trouble was in the previously made de ntial office to the movement by reonly wav to find the
No
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confiwith
may
venture,
of
in
it
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ment
annual mes
commending
agriculture, will be made n n,t rnciilt nf tlw, inolopiol'. nt. tl,.i- overestimates of colonial population.
to
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of
results
predict
the analysis of the statistics of the COIlle to each fnrmrv
sages, u was contenaen mat sucn a
t
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The Second Census.
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lliaKCS annual 111 the nrodnction of Ihu finished ar.
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The second census differed from the
marvelous
many
first
the
cf
changes
estimates of the production of all the1 tk.le. Tne 1;,th
the progress of the nation in
showing
c,,nsus
,ook mm.e
first in that it had an official head
decade of the 2mh century, yet so
the first
crops, and of the number of carefully into this than anv of its
the secretary of state. When the leg- ence. Buthundred years of independ- cioseiy uo certain tendencies Ot important
I he
lurui aniniais in tne country.
the proposition fell through,
islation authorizing the census was Tl fl i ll c iiilliii'u
growth follow defined rules that main- figures are based cn estimates nia:le predecessors.
Vi r
e lul
un i
On the whole, it is freely predicted
,
"
pending Congress memorialized to exr
by crop correspondents of the per- that the
A. Gar-- X
James
regular
period.
great national snapshot of
to
tend its inquiries
many subjects, field introduced a bill
centages above and below normal a April 15th, 1910, will show
'instance, in 1899,
providing for',
a picture
but the petitions were buried in a senthe given year will snow.
Mulhall,
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ate pigeon hole. The third census was was
Ki:itMan
The census figures will be based on
not able to run the gamut of the prediction of the
the first to include any sort of inquiry committee of
results of actual returns from every farm, and 000,009 patriotic hearts in this land
probable
senate
the
and house.
the American census nf ixin The Secretary Wilson will have the oppor-- of the free. It probably will show a
outside of population data. As an after'
The history of the succeeding
resuits differed but a few thou-suse- (unity to prove that his estimating' higher degree of mental, moral, and
thought $2,000 was appropriated for
and of the creation of the nerma-- ; sands from Mulhali's estimate the
than any ether
physical
bureau knows its business. His crop1 census. It will
collecting the names of the manufactell a tale of progress
turers of the United States. Popula- lie census bureau is fresh in the pub- Terence being less than 1 per' cent
and stock figures for 1910 will be on' that will be
mind. One of the interesting pieces) Although
justification for pride upinhabitants hand first, and the world will have a' on the
14,000,000
tion had approximately doubled in the of work
part of every American citizen.
performed at the eleventh cen-- j have been added to our population in chance to know
20 years since the first census, and the
how
he
well
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just
sus was the enumeration of the names! the "past ten years, it is
cost of making the count had quad- and
relatively a guessed. Those who are cognizant of
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serivce cf the survivors of the smaller increase than that of the
the methods pursued by the departThe fourth census made a
rupled.
of letters remaining uncalled
war. No provision was made for vious ten years. Statisticians
List
ment
expect
cf agriculture in estimating
number of inquiries beyond those pre- the
for in the postoffice at Santa Fe, N.
publication of this data, which to see Hie United States continue to crop yields and
crop acreage are
ceding, among them being questions would have filled
but at a censtantly diminishing aware that these estimates cannot be M., for week ending Nov. 6, 1909.
grow,
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eight
large
showing the number of unnaturalized volumes of a thousand
pages each. rate. As the
becomes more as accurate as the actual farm to If not called for within two weeks
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Census May Be High.
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The Fifth Census.
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Clarke, Mrs. Harry (3)
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Cline, Mrs. G. F.
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Frazier, J. A.
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Nowhere Else in the World is the
Work Done as Accurately and
Scientifically as in the United

States.

de-th- e

'

j

!

(Frederick J. Haskin.)

Briefly told, the history of census
taking in the United States is that 12
times we have made inquiry into our
state as a nation, at a total outlay of
more than $37,000,000. The thirteenth
census will bring the total expenditure to upward of $70,000,000. Starting out in 1790 with but four questions
about a single subject of inquiry population the work expanded in a hundred years to such a remarkable extent that in 1890 there were thirty-on- e
separate subjects of inquiry, carrying
33,101 questions.
The most remarkable expansion of the work of census
taking took place at the tenth census

in

18S0.

At the preceeding census there had
been but twelve subjects of inquiry,
embracing only 15G details or questions. In 1SS0 the number of subjects
of inquiry was increased from 12 to 2G
and the number of question from 150
to 13,010. The lesson of the
of the tenth and eleventh censuses did not fail to impress itself on
Congress, and that body limited the
scope of the investigations of the
twelfth census to four subjects, popu-

lation, agriculture, manufacturers, and
vital statistics, leaving all other inquiries to special investigations.
To Follow Former Lines.
The thirteenth census will follow
the lines cf the twelfth in the limitation of the scope of inquiry, except
that vital statistics will be omitted and
mines and quarries will be substituted.
About half of the United States is now
included in what is known as "registration areas." where births and deaths
and the cause of death are registered
by local authorities. The permanent
census now prepares an annual report
on mortality statistics, so that the occasion for vital statistics Inquiries by
the thirteenth census has been removed.

'

The First Census.
The first census was taken wholly
as a means of determining the number of people in each state, so that representation in Congress might be fixed
according to the constitution. It waa
Intended also to determine the apportionment of direct taxes, the impo
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into Luna and Grant counties.
Fire Early Sunday
Morning At
half past twelve Sunday morning, the
local fire department was called cut
because of a blaze on the premises
of Attorney E. P. Davies on Chapelle
street. The fire was in one of the
outhouses and was extinguished before the arrival of the firemen.
Exchange Bank Stock It is reported from Estancia that President W. .1.
Xorment of the local Capital City
bank has exchanged what stcck he
owned in the Estancia Valley Savings
hank of Estancia, for stock of the
Capital City bank owned by President
A. .1. Green of the Kstancia bank.
Feast Day at Tesuque On next Fri-il-ithe feast of San Diego will be
celebrated at Tesuque. The day will
be a gala one for the Indians who will
indulge in various dances and other

jincvwl

r.

92.

IHAYWARDS MARKE T

MINOR CITY TOPICS

PHONE
NO. 92.

Denver, Colo., Nov. 8.

BOOTH'S

N

Quarts and Pints Cans

FULL

NIKE

PHONE

PHONE
NO. 92

mum temperature was 5;', and the mini...
.
mum :;2.
Sold Ranch P. D. Southworth formerly of this city lias purchased the
Michelis ranch near Roswell tor $16,-00The ranch contains over three
hundred acres.
Guilty of Larceny Stephen Suavely was arrested at Naravisa, Quay
county, and was found guilty of the
larceny of chicken wire and was fined
$20 and crsts.
New Agent Alfred Mailer, son of
Fred Muller receiver at the local land
office, has taken the agency for the
Continental Oil Company with head- quarters at Kaune's grocery store,
j
Sunday School Rally The Bernalil
lo county Sunday school rally at Albuquerque yesterday brought more people than could be held by the large
Presbyterian church. D. A. Porterfield
presided.
th
Celebrated
Birthday ,T.
on Eagle
C Hightower, Sr., living
creek, Lincoln county, recently celebrated his hundredth birthday anniversary. He has lived in Lincoln county
thirty years.
Killed By Accidental
Discharge of
Gun The death of the child of Mr.
and Mrs. Dodson living near Willard
is reported.
The child was playing
with a loaded gun wliich exploded and
almost blew off the little cue's head.
Navajoes Will Have Special Brand
The Navajo Indians will adopt a distinctive brand for their livestock to
prevent its being driven off by white
men who have filed brands like thei'f
own with the territorial
sanitary
boards.
Get Out the Sprinkler It is very
dusty these days because there ha$
been no rain for two months but the
city sprinkler couid do much to allay
the trouble by making regular rounds
from the depots to the. city limits on
upper Palace avenue.
Damage By Drouth Cattlemen are
moving their stock from the range
about the Organ mountains near Las
Ciuces on account of the drouth. One
bunch of 2,300 head, another of 700
head and one of 2,000 head have been
i

j

j
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Bakery

HAVE YOU SEEN THE
QUANTITY AND TRIED
THEQIALITY OF OUR

BAKtRY DEPARTMENT

The largest
and most
complete
line of

groceries in
the city

We handle all kinds
of hay, grain and feed
Phone

No. 4.

F.

Andrews,

N

Noon Arrivals
Palace: Albert Mor-lis- ,
AY. H. Pratt., Albuquerque.
Claire:
M. R. Root, Denver.
A Year Ago
Today a year ago the
day was partly cloudy, there being but.
(!:; per cent of sunshine.
The maxi-

These are a Baltimore Oyster Pack ad and Sealed
iD Bilumore,
noico, water or dirt of aDy kind ever
tojches theai and at the same time all the original
tlivor is rettioel, aad they only cost a trifle more
than those that cone in bulk

NO. 92.

.

-

portion.

GUARANTEED OYSTERS
FULL

Fore1'

cast for New Mexico: Geuerally In i r tonight and Tuesday
wiili wanner weaihor in north

Phone No. 4

Hu.-ured-

y

festivities.

It is

expected that

a

large

crowd from Santa Fe will go to Tesuque to witness the dances.
Died From Biting Thermometer
Cecil, the five year cKl daughter of
.Mr. and Mrs. Earl Atvvood at Roswell.
died from biting the bulb of a clinic
thermometer placed in ner mouth to
take the temperature. Within fifteen
minutes of swallowing the mercury
she was unconscious and she died the
r.aire day.
Fair and Warmer Weather Fair
anil warmer weather is predicted for
tomorrow.
Yesterday the maximum
temperature was 04 and on Saturday
r:! degrees.
The minimum temperature yesterday was 3S and on Saturday
::
degrees. The relative humidity at
six o'clock last evening was 1!) per
cent.
More True Bills at Roswell The
territorial grand jury at Roswell has
returned the following additional
true bills: Against W. J. King for obtaining property under false pretenses; against Howard Walker for forgof
ery against Dr. Henry Ernest
Hoax on the
tle.
Big Dance

charge

of

shooting

cat-
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late jt jp again being made the cussion. of the
brain, having recently
dumping 'ground for refuse and garb- received a bad fall. The
deceased was
age. The practice not enly makes eighty-nin- e
years of age and was well
one of the best, portions of town unknown
Santa Fe. where he
sightly but is distinctly unsanitary lived forthroughout
The funeral will
many
years.
and the city authorities are certainly
take place this afternoon
at two
asleep if they prrmit the continuance
o'clock.
of the practice.
Dpnaeiano Rivera, a resident of ColVerdict in Favor of Defendants in
street, died on Saturday morning
lege
Case
After being out eighPutney
old age, having reached the age
from
teen hours, the jury in the case of R.
ninety-two- .
The remains were
of
E. Putney vs. C. IT. Schmidt
and
Charles Story on a note for $10,500 on buried this morning at seven o'clock
which J. X. Broyles, the bankrupt San from the Cathedral, interment being
Marcial banker, was the principal, re- at Rosario. Two sons survive.
Mrs. Miguel Bustamente of Cienega,
turned a verdict in favor of the de
The case died early Saturday morning, the
fendants at Aiuuquerque.
cause being old age. The deceased was
had been on tral for two weeks.
years of age. The funeral
Will Test Milch Cows "The bureau eighty-fiv- e
of animal industry, department of agri- took place this morning at Cienega.
culture, will test all milch cows in
New Mexico to ascertain if any are
afflicted with tuberculosis. Dr. C. C.
MONEY AND METALS.
Ettling has been assigned to the
counties of San Miguel and Mora, and
New York, Nov. X. Call money
will begin the middle of this month firm 3 4
5 per cent. Prime mercantesting the dairy herds in Las Vegas tile paper 5(?i.l-per cent. Mexican
and vicinity." Las Vegas Optic.
dollars 43; Amal. 89; Atch. 1191-2- ; N.
Just What the Men Want An an- Y. Central 133
Pacific
Southern
Union Pacific 2017-8- ;
other page appears the new advertise- 129
Steel
ment of the La Moda Millinery Com- 90
pfd. 127.
New York, Nov., 8. Copper firm;
pany. Some special bargains ire being offered in neckties for men- and spot standard 12.6013; December
o:her articles that are sure tj please 12.7518.051 Lead quiet 4.37
Silver 50
the male sex. Something new ' i arriv
of
no
is
GRAIN,
end
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
in? every day and there
stock that will interest the women. It
Chicago, Nov. 8. Wheat Dec. 102-1-is well worth the time to visit the
May 102
store and see the latest novelties and
Corn Dec. 57
May 413-- 8
the splendid line of other goods.
(a
Pork Jan. 20.47
Couldn't Identify the Chickens
May 19.87
"Sheriff Geronimo E. Sanchez returnLard Jan. 11.75; May 11.271-2- .
ed to' Socorro Sunday morning irom
Ribs Jan. 1.0.35; May 10.271-2- .
a trip to Cananea on official business.
LIVE STOCK.
On his way home he picked up JohnKansas City, Nov. 8. Cattle Reson, colored, who was wanted here for ceipts 10,000 including 1,000 southerns.
skipping his bond given under charge! Market strong five to ten higher. Naof having stolen some of Hon. W. E. tive steers
southern steers
'
Martin's chickens. The joke of it. was $3.40 4.75; $4.759;
southern" cows $2.604:
that Mr. Martin did not recognize his j' native cows,
heifers $2.25 5.75;
own brand of chickens after they had
stockers, feeders $3 5.20; bulls $2.75
been killed, dressed, cooked and made
western
calves
4;
$3.506.50;
into sandwiches, and actually bought steers
western cows $2.75
$3.S05.75;
some of them in that form from the
4.50.
darkey." Socorro Chieftain.
Sheep
Receipts 8,000. Market 10
Princess Bonnie Scores Arrive
higher. 'Muttons $45; lambs $6
Mrs. R. L. Baca today received
the 7.25; range wethers and yearlings $4
scores for Princess Bonnie. The first
5.50; range ewes $3 4.50.
rehearsal and assignment of parts . .Chicago. 111., Nov. 8. Cattle Rewill take place next Thursday even- ceipts, 23,000; market, ten cents highing at eight o'clock at the Elks' lodge er. Beeves $4.009.20; Texas steers
rooms. Every one who is to take part $3.S5?4.90; western steers $4.257.50;
is requested to be on hand promptly stockers and feeders $3.005.15; cows
and without fail.
and heifers $2.1 0$ 5.80; calves $0.25
of
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Thanksgiving Night
Alliance
The local Spanish-Americaare preparing to give a big dance at
the Armory on Thanksgiving night.
The admission will be one dollar.
Ladies will be admitted free. Ramirez
band and orchestra will furnish the
music and everybody is invited to
come.
Spanish War Veteran to Oryanize
On next Thursday evening at eight
o'clock there will be held in the office
of Internal Revenue Collector H. P.
of
a meeting of all
the Spanish war for the puroc.se of
effecting permanent organization. All
who are eligible are asked to be on
hand promptly.
Nuisance The
About
Complaint
floods in the latter part of August
f cleaned
up the Arroyo Sais nicely but
n

MONDAY,

M.'

j

j
;

S.50.

DEATH CLAIMS A NUMBER
OF OLD RESIDENTS.

Receipts 28,000; market,
$7.457.95; mixed $7.45
8.10; heavy $7.508.12
rough
$7.70S.12
During the past few days death has $7.507.70; heavy
been claiming quite a number of local bulk of sales $7.85 8.00.
people. On Saturday night John W.
WANTED Boy with wheel. Apply
Fiscus, an old veteran of the Mexican
war, succumbed to the effects of con- - Western Union Telegraph Co.
Hogs

strong.

Light.
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This Hat is Free with every suit

THIS OFFER APPLIES TO
CASH PURCHASES ONLY

We ask every eye in this community to look
at our store as Eastern methods will be adapted in the way of doing business in this establishment. We expect to sell dozens of suits
during this Sale.

Come
Copyright Hart SchafFner & Marx

early and get
your choice

NATHAN SAL AON
--
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SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.

This Shoe is Free with every suit
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